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ABSTRACT

Modeling and Simulation are usually used to solve real-world problems safely and efficiently
by constructing digital models of Cyber-Physical Systems. The models can be simulated
and analyzed with respect to requirements, and decisions about their design can be based
on this analysis. In the latest years, the field of Modeling and Simulation has grown
massively and is tackling systems with increased complexity. Thus, the process of modeling
and simulating Cyber-Physical systems is becoming more and more complex. This increase
requires modeling languages that can express systems with increasing complexity.

Modelica is an open-standard declarative equation-based object-oriented language used to
model various systems expressed using equations. Modelica tools can read the models, pro-
cess them, and simulate them. However, the Modelica language and tools cannot express
some concepts such as structural changes to the components or behavior of Cyber-Physical
Systems during Simulation.

In this thesis, we propose extensions of the Modelica language to support modeling
so-called variable structure systems, that is, systems where the structure of the system
varies during Simulation. The full Modelica language and the new extensions are supported
by a novel composable programming environment framework called OpenModelica.jl writ-
ten in the Julia language. The proposed Modelica language extensions can handle explicit
and implicit modeling of variable structure systems by introducing new operators and,
consequently, new semantics to the Modelica language.

The explicit modeling is based on extensions that switch at runtime between continu-
ous modes of operations with operators similar to the ones used in the specification of
Modelica state-machines. The implicit modeling supports reconfiguration during runtime
via recompilation. A Just-in-time compiler was implemented to handle the new semantics
using the symbolic-numeric programming language Julia.

We investigate the performance of our new framework and compare it with existing
state-of-the-art Modelica tools on models with thousands of equations and variables. The
results show that our extensions and proposed runtime framework is viable for simulating
both usual Modelica models and models with variable structure systems.

The conclusion is that the Modelica language can be extended further to support systems
with variable structures with the addition of a few operators and JIT enhanced runtime
system support. Based on the result of this thesis, we propose several directions for future
work.
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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING

Ekvationer har länge använts för att underlätta för mänskligheten inom flera olika fält. När
analysen utvecklades under 1700-talet av Leibnitz och Newton började differentialekvationer
användas i större utsträckning för att beskriva olika fysikaliska fenomen. När därefter först
den analoga och sedan den digitala datorn uppfanns kunde ekvationer skrivas och simuleras
med hjälp av datorer. Detta utgjorde grunden för ett ämne som sedan kom att kallas
beräkningsvetenskap där beräkningsmetoder studeras för att med större noggrannhet och
effektivitet kunna simulera fysikaliska system.

Kompilatorkonstruktion är ett annat ämne. I kompilatorkonstruktion undersöker forskare
hur en textuell eller visuell programbeskrivning kan översättas till effektiv maskinkod för
att köras på en digital dator. Denna licentiatavhandling undersöker hur ett ramverk för att
konstruera kompilatorer kan realiseras för att kunna representera så kallade system med
variabel struktur, som inte tidigare har kunnat representeras i det ekvationsorienterade
programspråket Modelica. Exempel på system med variabel struktur är en pendel som går
av eller en bil där ett hjul faller av under körning. Det vill säga situationer som förekommer
i verkligheten men som inte med enkelhet går att modellera statiskt.

Licentiatavhandlingen visar att det möjligt av att kombinera simulering under kompilering
på ett sådant sätt att enbart ett fåtal nya operatorer behövs för att kunna simulera mer
dynamiska system i Modelica.

Detta har praktiska tillämpningar som exempelvis simulering av elnät där olika typer av
energikällor såsom vindkraft och vattenkraft samverkar. Sådana system har tidigare gått
att simulera i Modelica, men har krävt att att simuleringen konfigureras explicit för olika
scenarier; med de utökningar som avhandlingen presenterar kan beteenden såsom att ett
vindkraftverk slutar fungera representeras på ett mer precist sätt än tidigare. Vidare så har
en helt ny modellerings och simuleringsmiljö utvecklas.
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1. Introduction

The models scientists have proposed to describe our reality are continuously
improving. With the dawn of computing, the necessity of constructing phys-
ical models such as the model that disproved the Reeber plan1, has been
reduced. Instead, models can be created and simulated using computers.
Hence, the advent of the computer has proven to be a useful tool for both
academia and industry.

Still, these developments would not be possible without the environments
and tools to support them, such as MATLAB, Dymola, OpenModelica, Wol-
fram, et cetera. While some environments and associated tooling focus on
specific domains, others aim for generality. In the past, models such as the
model of the Reber Plan were physical; that is, they did not contain any
digital sub-components. However, modern systems such as personal cars also
contain digital subsystems. Such systems are called Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS). One example of a CPS is the modern car consisting of mechanical
(physical) components and software components. Hence, modern CPS, such
as a car, is often complex, exhibiting both discrete and continuous behavior.
Furthermore, they are usually systems of systems.

The equation-based language Modelica is one way of modeling such sys-
tems. Modelica was developed as a unified object-oriented equation-based
language. The development of Modelica is a continuous effort to create and
maintain an open standard to model wide spectra of systems. However, there
are some elements of modern systems that are hard to capture efficiently in
Modelica. More specifically, Modelica lacks standardized support for highly
dynamic systems, so-called Variable Structured Systems (VSS). While classes
of VSS can be handled in Modelica2, support for systems in which the index 3

of the differential-algebraic equations (DAE) varies at simulation time is not
supported.

1John Reber conceived the Reber plan in 1949 to terraform the San Francisco bay into
two freshwater lakes. A physical miniature of San Francisco Bay was constructed to simulate
the effect of this change. Luckily, the simulation demonstrated that the implementation of
the plan would lead to an environmental disaster, so the plan was abandoned (Weisberg
2012).

2For instance, compile-time structural components.
3The DAE index is the number of times a DAE must be differentiated to be transformed

into an ODE, the index of the ODE being zero (Brenan, Campbell, and Linda Ruth Petzold
1995).
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

While several modeling languages and environments support acausal model-
ing, support for variable structure modeling has yet to enter the mainstream.
Existing proposals (Benveniste, Benoı̂t Caillaud, and Malandain 2021; Ben-
veniste, Benoît Caillaud, Elmqvist, Ghorbal, Otter, and Pouzet 2019; Höger
2019; Zimmer 2010; Giorgidze and Nilsson 2009) to handle variable structure
system modeling and simulation are not yet integrated into any mainstream
tool. Furthermore, there are no detailed studies concerning the practical im-
plications of a modeling and simulation environment with VSS support.

This calls for an investigation on how to integrate support for VSS in
a framework that is capable of supporting larger systems than previous ap-
proaches while adhering to existing standards and practices.

1.2 Aim

This thesis aims to provide a new environment for equation-based languages
in general and Modelica in particular. This environment is then used to
examine the practical implication of dynamic compilation within the context
of equation-based languages empirically.

1.3 Research questions

The main question in this licentiate thesis is: How to integrate VSS support in
an equation-based language to allow for efficient simulation of large systems?

While the question above constitutes the main theme, it can be divided
into the following sub questions.

1. (RQ-I) What syntactic and semantic constructs are needed in an
equation-based language for modeling and simulating VSS?

2. (RQ-II) What characteristics of a modeling and simulation framework
are appropriate for achieving VSS support?

3. (RQ-III) How can VSS support for Modelica be realized to simulate
large systems effectively?

1.4 Research Methodology

This thesis follows the principal methodology of a design study proposed
by Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, and Chatterjee (2007) sketched in Fig-
ure 1.1.

2



1.5. Contributions

Identification

Design & Implementation

Evaluation

RQ I

RQ III

Future 
work

RQ II

Figure 1.1: An overview of the research methodology of this thesis.

Starting with Research Question I (RQ I) relevant literature was examined
and together with the initial experiments described in Tinnerholm, Sjölund,
and Pop (2019) a framework was designed to support the syntactic and se-
mantic constructs of VSS in Modelica.

During the process of answering RQ II Just-In-Time-Compilation was
selected as the main technique to realize the simulation runtime.

To answer RQ III we investigated the feasibility of VSS simulation for large
systems, and the subsequent impact on compiler design in a performance ex-
periment where we gradually increased the number of equations and variables
for a selection of models. As depicted in Figure 1.1 these experiments also
influenced the design.

If we compare the methodology to that of the suggested guidelines for
design studies by (Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, and Chatterjee 2007)
and our research questions the first two steps contributed to answer RQ I :

• Problem identification and motivation.

• Define the objectives for a solution.

The process of answering RQ II corresponds to the Design and Develop-
ment stage. Finally, the evaluation stage corresponds to the Demonstration
and Evaluation stage.

While we follow the steps sequentially, some stages have been refined it-
eratively during the process of this research4.

1.5 Contributions

The contributions of this licentiate thesis are to be understood in the context
of equation-based languages. This thesis contributes to our understanding
of designing a composable framework to model and simulate large systems

4Examples of this is the refinement of algorithms when inefficiencies have been noted
during our experiments.
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1. Introduction

with variable structure using Modelica. Furthermore, this thesis provides a
concrete framework to do so. Moreover, while an extension of Modelica is the
target of this thesis, this framework provides the necessary retargetability so
that it could be used to support new novel equation-based languages.

To summarize, the main contributions are:

• Firstly, an overview of current and past research within equation mod-
eling of variable structured systems.

• Secondly, empirical insight regarding large-scale VSS simulation, and an
initial proposal on how to design support for this paradigm in standard
Modelica.

• Thirdly, a composable compiler framework that can be used to increase
collaboration and further the design of other equation-based languages
in the context of modeling and simulation.

1.6 List of publications

This monograph is based on the following publications.

1. Towards introducing just-in-time compilation in a Modelica compiler.
In Proceedings of the 9th International Workshop on Equation-based
Object-oriented Modeling Languages and Tools (pp. 11-19) (Tinner-
holm, Sjölund, and Pop 2019).

2. Towards an Open-Source Modelica Compiler in Julia. In Proceedings
of Asian Modelica Conference (pp. 08-09) (Tinnerholm, Pop, Sjölund,
Heuermann, and Abdelhak 2020).

3. OpenModelica.jl: A modular and extensible Modelica compiler frame-
work in Julia targeting ModelingToolkit.jl. In Modelica Conferences
(pp. 109-117) (Tinnerholm, Pop, Heuermann, and Sjölund 2021).

4. A modular, extensible, and Modelica standard-compliant OpenModelica
compiler framework in Julia supporting structural variability, J Tinner-
holm, A Pop, M Sjölund (Submitted for publication)

1.6.1 Other publications not included in this thesis
Publications listed here are publications completed during my time writing
this licentiate thesis that concern empirical software engineering and modeling
and simulation but are not included:

1. A Failed attempt at creating Guidelines for Visual GUI Testing: An in-
dustrial case study. In 2021 14th IEEE Conference on Software Testing,
Verification and Validation (ICST) (pp. 340-350)
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2. The OpenModelica Integrated Environment for Modeling, Simulation,
and Model-Based Development. Modeling, Identification and Control,
P Fritzson et al.

1.7 Delimitations

This thesis aims not to prove the correctness of the implementation formally.
Rather the aim is to provide insight concerning:

• How well the Julia language performs as an implementation language
for a large application.

• The practical performance implications concerning the simulation of
large dynamic systems.

• How support for models with dynamic structure can be realized.

This licentiate thesis is inductive and experimental; deductive approaches such
as formal methods are not considered. Furthermore, while separate compila-
tion of equation-based languages is a central concern in the context of efficient
dynamic compilation, due to time limitations, such approaches are not con-
sidered. Notwithstanding these limitations, this thesis suggests that support
for models with varying structures can be implemented in the core Modelica
language with just a few modifications.

1.8 Structure

The structure of the remaining chapters is as follows: in Chapter 2 the con-
cepts of systems, simulation, and some foundations within mathematical mod-
eling are presented. In Chapter 3 we present the background concerning
compilers and equation-based languages. Chapter 4 presents the framework
developed as part of the thesis and the experimental framework used to an-
swer the stated research questions. The result of the experiments evaluating
the performance are presented in Chapter 5, and the answers to the research
question are provided in Chapter 6. Finally, future research directions are
presented in Chapter 7.
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2. Systems and Simulation

In this chapter, we present the background of this thesis. In Section 2.1
we discuss continuous, discrete, and hybrid systems and how they can be
represented using equations. This is followed by Section 2.2 where we discuss
algorithms used to simulate equation-based systems. The examples in this
chapter were simulated using OpenModelica.jl developed as a part of the thesis.

2.1 Systems and Equation-based modeling

What is a system? Donella Meadows gives one definition in Thinking in
Systems (Meadows 2008):

“A set of elements or parts that is coherently organized and inter-
connected in a pattern or structure that produces a characteristic
set of behaviors, often classified as its ”function” or ”purpose”.”
Meadows 2008. p. 188.

This is similar to the definition given by Merriam Webster1:

“A regularly interacting or interdependent group of items forming
a unified whole.” Merriam-Webster 2020.

This thesis is concerned with systems modeled by equations. We briefly
describe Continuous Systems, Discrete Systems, and Hybrid Systems in the
following subsections.

2.1.1 Continuous Systems
In continuous systems no events occur. When modeling continuous systems
using equations it means that the values of the system variables at any time
point t are decided by continuous functions. An example of a physical scenario
represented with continuous equations can be seen in Figure 2.1. This can
be described by a continuous system of equations as given by Equation (2.1).
The system describes how the height, h and the velocity, v of a ball dropped
from this tower behave where h0 = 1 and v0 = 0 when t = 0, t ≥ 0.

1Merriam Webster is a well known American dictionary.
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2. Systems and Simulation
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Figure 2.1: A ball being dropped from a high tower.
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the h height of the ball as a function of time.

f(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

g = 9.81
ḣ = v
v̇ = −g

(2.1)

In Figure 2.2 we can observe how this system behaves if it is simulated
for 0.5 seconds. Equation (2.1) does not take the ground into account as that
would imply using discrete behavior in our continuous model. Systems where
continuous and discrete behavior is combined are discussed in Section 2.1.3.
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2.1. Systems and Equation-based modeling

2.1.2 Discrete Systems
While the continuous systems depicted in Figure 2.1 can be modeled using
continuous functions by contrast, in a discrete system, the variables are con-
trolled by discrete functions; hence the state of the system change at discrete
points in time. One example of a discrete system is a digital computer2 an-
other is a deterministic finite state machine (DFSM)3.

A DFSM can be represented with an alphabet Σ; a set of states Q; a
transition function δ and a set of final states F (Hopcroft, Motwani, and
Jeffrey D. Ullman 2007).

A DFSM that accepts the word DISCRET can be defined as follows:

Σ = {D,I,S,C,R,E,T},
Q = {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10},

F = {S9}
(2.2)

The state transition function, δ is represented using a table 2.1. Hence, as
the table illustrates δ(′D′, S1) = S2, δ(′I ′, S2) = S3, δ(′S′, S3) = S4 and so on.

D I S C R E T

→ S1 S2 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10

S2 S10 S3 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10

S3 S10 S10 S4 S10 S10 S10 S10

S4 S10 S10 S10 S5 S10 S10 S10

S5 S10 S10 S10 S10 S6 S10 S10

S6 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S7 S10

S7 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S8

S8 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S9 S10

∗S9 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10

S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10 S10

Table 2.1: State transition table of a DFSM that accepts the string DIS-
CRETE. S1 is the starting state and S9 is the accepting state.

A DFSM can be visualized as a directed graph with the set of states as
vertices and the set of transitions represented as edges, see Figure 2.3.

The next section discusses hybrid systems that combine discrete and con-
tinuous behavior.

2These discrete systems can be used to simulate continuous systems.
3Also known as a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA).
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S1start
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S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

S7
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D
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-

Figure 2.3: The state transition diagram for the DFSM defined in Equation
2.2 and Table 2.1. In this figure − denotes input that lead to our error state
(S10). So for state S1 − represents some x ∈ {I, S,C,R,E,T}.
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2.1. Systems and Equation-based modeling

2.1.3 Hybrid Systems
Our previous model describes the change in height and velocity of a ball
dropped from a tower, assuming that the ball would never hit the ground.
If we consider the ground in our model, we need to introduce events. We
introduce one event that happens when the ball hits the ground and h = 0. To
model this behavior, we need to introduce the notion of state. Either the ball
is in free fall as in Equation (2.1) or the ball made contact with the ground at
some time tn and changed its trajectory before falling again, see Figure 2.4.

The event that occurs when the ball hits the ground is a discontinuity.
Therefore, the value of v changes at that instance, in Equation (2.3) e denotes
the coefficient of restitution, and v− represents the value of v before the event
and v+ the value after the event. During the event, the value of v changes
abruptly to −e ∗ v−. This value is the new initial value of v after the event
until some time t + δ when the ball once again hits the ground4.

{
e = 0.7,
v+ = −e ∗ v−

(2.3)

Figure 2.5 illustrates the behavior of the system with the introduction of
discrete events. By introducing the notion that the ball hits the ground and
consequently bounce, we have introduced a discrete behavior in our previously
continuous model. This is a hybrid system since it exhibits both discrete and
continuous behavior (Cellier and Kofman 2006).

4In fact, this will continue indefinitely.

Figure 2.4: A ball being dropped from a high tower. On impact the ball
bounces.
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Figure 2.5: Plot of h(t) and v(t) respectively when extending the falling ball
in Equation 2.1 with the discrete event in Equation 2.3.
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2.1. Systems and Equation-based modeling

2.1.4 Differential Algebraic Equations
In the previous sections, we discussed three types of systems that appear when
modeling with equations. In this section, we discuss systems of differential-
algebraic equations (DAE), a useful mathematical model when modeling con-
tinuous systems (Cellier and Kofman 2006). A DAE system can be formulated
generally as:

0Ð→ = f(t, ẋÐ→(t), xÐ→(t), yÐ→
(t), uÐ→(t), pÐ→

) (2.4)

In Equation (2.4) the arguments to the function f are divided into five
different categories. All variables that are derived w.r.t the state of the system
are named state variables, denoted xÐ→ and the corresponding state derivatives
are denoted ẋÐ→. Variables that are not differentiated w.r.t the state y

Ð→
are

called algebraic variables.
A system might depend on parameters, constants and external input. For

instance, a model of a Resistance (R), Inductance (L), and Capacitance (C),
in short a RLC (RLC) circuit, can be reused if, for instance, the capacitance
of the circuit is parameterized5. To reflect this, Equation (2.4) includes an
input vector uÐ→ and a parameter vector p

Ð→
.

5The ability to reuse physical components defined using equations is one of the advan-
tages with equation-based programming languages which we discuss in this thesis.
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2. Systems and Simulation

R2.p.v = AC.p.v

R2.p.v = R1.p.v

C.p.v = R1.n.v

R2.n.v = L.p.v
AC.n.v = C.n.v
AC.n.v = L.n.v
AC.n.v = G.p.v

R1.n.i +C.p.i = 0.0
L.p.i +R2.n.i = 0.0

G.p.i +C.n.i +L.n.i +AC.n.i = 0.0
R1.p.i +R2.p.i +AC.p.i = 0.0

R1.R ∗R1.i = R1.v

R1.v = R1.p.v −R1.n.v

0.0 = R1.p.i +R1.n.i

R1.i = R1.p.i

C.i = C.C ∗ dC.v
dt

C.v = C.p.v −C.n.v
0.0 = C.p.i +C.n.i

C.i = C.p.i
R2.R ∗R2.i = R2.v

R2.v = R2.p.v −R2.n.v

0.0 = R2.p.i +R2.n.i

R2.i = R2.p.i

L.L ∗ dL.i
dt
= L.v

L.v = L.p.v −L.n.v
0.0 = L.p.i +L.n.i

L.i = L.p.i
AC.v = AC.A ∗ sin(AC.w ∗ t)

AC.v = AC.p.v −AC.n.v

0.0 = AC.p.i +AC.n.i

AC.i = AC.p.i

G.p.v = 0.0

(2.5)
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2.2. Continuous System Simulation

Uq

R2

L

R1

C

Figure 2.6: A RLC circuit connected to a sine voltage source. The circuit is
based upon the simple circuit model in (P. Fritzson 2014, p. 43).

ẋÐ→ = {
dC.v

dt
,
dL.i

dt
},

xÐ→ = {C.v,L.i},

y
Ð→
= {AC.i,AC.n.v,AC.p.v,AC.v,C.i,C.n.v,C.p.v,

G.p.v,L.n.v,L.p.v,L.v,R1.i,R1.n.i,R1.n.v,

R1.p.i,R1.p.v,R1.v,R2.i,R2.n.v,R2.p.i,R2.p.v,

R2.v,AC.n.i,AC.p.i,C.n.i,C.p.i

G.p.i,L.n.i,L.p.i,R2.n.i},
uÐ→ = {},

p
Ð→
= {R1.R,C.C,R2.R,L.L,AC.A,AC.w},

(2.6)

In Equation (2.5) we have a set of equations representing the RLC circuit in
Figure 2.6. This set of equations constitutes a DAE system, which is a system
with mixed differential and algebraic equations. In this example, the set of
state variables, state derivatives, algebraic variables, parameters, constants,
and input variables, are assigned as in Equation (2.6). In the subsequent
sections, we discuss how to numerically solve such systems.

2.2 Continuous System Simulation

To simulate DAE systems, we need to numerically solve systems such as Equa-
tion (2.4). However, we start by discussing how to solve systems of Ordinary
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2. Systems and Simulation

Differential Equations (ODEs), which are systems of the following form:

ẋ(t) = f(t, x(t))
x(t0) = x0

(2.7)

Several methods for numerical integration have been developed to achieve
an approximate solution. These methods can roughly be divided into three
categories, Explicit methods, Implicit methods, and so-called Higher-Order
methods (Cellier and Kofman 2006).

2.2.1 Explicit methods
The simplest explicit method is the Euler method6. Explicit methods consider
the current state of the system, and from this current state, we calculate the
value of the system at some time t +∆t

By using the definition of the derivative, the Euler method numerically
approximate the true solution via extrapolation:

x(tn +∆t) ≈ x(tn) +∆t ⋅ f(tn, x(tn)) (2.8)

The approximate equality in Equation (2.8) is used to formulate Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The explicit Euler method for one timestep, t +∆t. The pa-
rameter t represents the current value of the time, ∆t is the current timestep,
H is the function to integrate and V is the set of state variables.

function Explicit Euler(t, ∆t, H, V )
k1 ←H(t, V )
hk ←∆t ⋅ k1
V ← V + hk

return V

This explicit integration algorithm assumes a fixed step-size; however, it
might be difficult to know what step-size to select for a particular problem.
To solve this issue, algorithms with adaptive step-sizes have been developed.
One such being Richardson Extrapolation (Cheney and Kincaid 2003).

For a more in depth treatment of other explicit methods such as Runge-
Kutta and Heun, see (Cheney and Kincaid 2003).

2.2.2 Implicit methods
While explicit methods and step-size control improve the accuracy, such im-
provements are sometimes not enough for certain systems. Furthermore, for

6This method is named after the mathematician Leonard Euler.
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2.2. Continuous System Simulation

some systems using adaptive step-size in combination with a higher-order ex-
plicit method might result in small timesteps. Hence, implicit methods allow
for greater step-size and stability (Cheney and Kincaid 2003).

An example of an implicit method is the implicit Euler method or back-
ward Euler method, Equation (2.9):

x(tn +∆t) = x(tn) +∆t ⋅ x(tn +∆t) (2.9)

In Equation (2.9) an algebraic equation needs to be solved for each
timestep ∆t, since x(tn + ∆t) occurs on both sides of the equation. Since
the algebraic equation might be nonlinear, integration using implicit methods
is more computationally expensive in comparison to explicit methods such as
the Euler method. Similar to the explicit methods, several implicit methods
exist. A comprehensive overview of implicit and explicit methods and their
applications in solving stiff and nonstiff ODE systems are available in (Norsett
and Wanner 1993; Gerhard Wanner and Hairer 1996).

2.2.3 Multistep methods
Another category of integration algorithms are the multistep methods. While
explicit and implicit methods disregard previously computed values, multi-
step methods also consider previously computed solutions. These methods
are typically divided into three categories Adams-Bashforth methods, Adams-
Moulton methods, and Backward differentiation formulas BDF. Adams-
Bashforth methods are explicit; BDF and Adams-Moulton methods are im-
plicit (Cellier and Kofman 2006).

2.2.4 Representing systems
In the previous sections, we presented a set of integration methods that can
be applied to solve ODE systems numerically. However, the DAE system
presented in Figure 2.6 and the resulting equations in Equation (2.5) is not
an ODE. It is possible to transform a DAE system into a corresponding ODE
system. This section briefly discusses the steps needed to go from one rep-
resentation to the other. Recall Equation (2.5) and Equation (2.6). In this
DAE system we got 32 equations and 32 variables.

We can start by simplifying the set of equations that constitutes this DAE
system, removing trivial equations such as R2.p.v = AC.p.v. The simplifica-
tion results in Equation (2.10).
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2. Systems and Simulation

G.p.i = L.i − ((−C.i) −AC.i)
AC.i = (−L.i) −C.i

C.i = R1.v/R1.R

R1.v = AC.v −C.v
C.v

dt
= C.i/C.C

R2.v = R2.R ∗L.i
L.v = AC.v −R2.v

L.i

dt
= L.v/L.L

AC.v = AC.A ∗ x
x = sin(AC.w ∗ t)

(2.10)

As in Equation (2.6) we divide our system into five sets:

ẋÐ→ = {
dC.v

dt
,
dL.i

dt
},

xÐ→ = {C.v,L.i},

y
Ð→
= {G.p.i,AC.i,AC.v,L.v,R2.v,C.i,R1.v},

uÐ→ = {x},

p
Ð→
= {R1.R,C.C,R2.R,L.L,AC.A,AC.w}

(2.11)

Recall from Equation (2.6) that ẋÐ→ are our state derivatives, xÐ→ are our state
variables, y

Ð→
are our algebraic variables and p

Ð→
are our parameters and con-

stants. To solve this system using one of the integration algorithms within
a procedural programming language, we transform our system of equations
into the explicit state space representation see Equation (2.12) (Cellier and
Kofman 2006).

ẋÐ→ = h(t, xÐ→; uÐ→, pÐ→
)

y
Ð→
= k(t, xÐ→; uÐ→, pÐ→

)
(2.12)

We also reformulate the equations for the state derivatives so that they
only depend on the state, input variables and parameters. That is C.v

dt
=

(AC.A⋅x−C.v)/R1.R
C.C

and L.i
dt
= AC.A⋅x−R2.R⋅L.i

L.L
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2.2. Continuous System Simulation

Using the explicit state space representation we get the following equa-
tions:

h(t, xÐ→; uÐ→, pÐ→
) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

C.v
dt
= (AC.A⋅x−C.v)/R1.R

C.C
L.i
dt
= AC.A⋅x−R2.R⋅L.i

L.L

k(t, xÐ→; uÐ→, pÐ→
) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

G.p.i = L.i − ((−C.i) −AC.i)
AC.i = (−L.i) −C.i
C.i = R1.v/R1.R

R1.v = AC.v −C.v
R2.v = R2.R ∗L.i
L.v = AC.v −R2.v

AC.v = AC.A ∗ x
x = sin(AC.w ∗ t)

(2.13)

This representation enable us to reformulate the system such that it can be
solved using a procedural algorithm. That is the system h is a ODE system
that can be integrated in separation from the algebraic equations that con-
stitute system k. Algorithm 2 describes the solution procedure. A concrete
implementation is available in Listing A.1.3.

Algorithm 2 Procedural integration of the systems in Equation (2.13).
procedure Solve system(t, ∆t, h, k)

Initialize parameters, states and algebraic variables
while Simulation not finished do

xÐ→← Explicit Euler(t, h, xÐ→, uÐ→)
y
Ð→
← k(t, xÐ→, uÐ→)

t← t +∆t

In Equation (2.13), we rewrote the system using forward substitution.
However, not all systems of equations are possible to solve using forward
substitution. One way to classify the difficulty of these systems is to use the
DAE-index7.

For example, the set of equations for the previously discussed DAE-System
is a index-0 system. The set of equations can be ordered8 using forward
substitution. However, sometimes the inter-dependencies between variables
and equations can not be solved using forward substitution alone (Cellier and
Kofman 2006).

7The meaning of the term DAE-index varies. An overview of the relationship to match-
ing is available in Determination of perturbation index of a DAE with maximum weighted
matching algorithm (Bujakiewicz and Bosch 1994).

8Causalized, that is, the equalities can be treated as assignments.
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2. Systems and Simulation

To visualize these inter-dependencies, let us consider the following nonlin-
ear system of equations with initial values omitted:

N = 5
xÐ→ = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}

(1)N + 1 = e(t∗1+x1) +Σ xÐ→
(2)N + 1 = e(t∗2+x2) +Σ xÐ→
(3)N + 1 = e(t∗3+x3) +Σ xÐ→
(4)N + 1 = e(t∗4+x4) +Σ xÐ→
(5)N + 1 = e(t∗5+x5) +Σ xÐ→
(6)ẏ = Σ xÐ→ ∗ t

(2.14)

In this example, we can observe that all algebraic variables in xÐ→ are in-
terdependent; only the state variable y is independent. We can visualize
this relationship by using a directed graph, as in Figure 2.7. These inter-
dependencies are called algebraic loops. Systems that contain algebraic loops
are called index-1 systems.

To handle algebraic loops, a method called tearing is employed. An algo-
rithm for reducing high-index systems of DAE to lower index is the Pantelides
algorithm (Pantelides 1988). In some cases, the algorithm for index reduction
needs to be applied more than once. These systems are denoted higher index
systems and have a DAE-index strictly greater than one, and the index of the
system is reduced by one after each application of the algorithm of Pantelides
(Cellier and Kofman 2006).

2.3 Summary

A numerical solver may implement several numerical algorithms (Hindmarsh,
Brown, K. E. Grant, S. L. Lee, Serban, Shumaker, and Woodward 2005) or
one specific configuration of an algorithm, which is the case, for example,
in the DASSL(Differential-Algebraic System Solver) solver (Linda R Petzold
1982). Some frameworks abstract several solvers behind a single interface. A
recent example is DifferentialEquations.jl (Christopher Rackauckas and Nie
2017).

Transforming systems of equations into executable code is a central con-
cept of equation-based compilers and to a degree within the context of solver
frameworks. The next chapter provides an overview of equation-based pro-
gramming languages and how compilers automate the transformation process
which is done in OpenModelica.jl for the Modelica language.
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2.3. Summary

Figure 2.7: The relationship between the six variables and six equations in
Equation 2.14. The edges represent equations and the vertices represent the
variables. The independent variable y is colored yellow to distinguish it from
xÐ→. To solve for y the algebraic loop between the variables in xÐ→ must be
resolved.
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3. Compilers and Equation-based
modeling languages

In this chapter, we introduce compiler construction in Section 3.1 and in
Section 3.2 we provide an overview of both past and present equation-based
languages. Finally, we discuss equation-based languages and frameworks that
supports variable structure in Section 3.3.

Section 3.3 is partly based upon:

• A modular, extensible, and Modelica standard compliant OpenModelica
compiler framework in Julia supporting structural variability, J Tinner-
holm, A Pop, M Sjölund (Submitted for publication)

3.1 Compilers and Interpreters - an overview

This section provides an overview of modern compiler design and associated
compiler phases. We briefly elaborate on interpreters and their differences
compared to compilers. Finally, in the last subsection, we discuss just-in-time
compilation, its implications and possibilities.

3.1.1 Compilers
A compiler is a computer program designed to transform code1 from one
language to another2 (Aho, Lam, Sethi, and Jeffrey D Ullman 2007).

The transformation from the source language (original language) into a
target language is commonly subdivided into a sequence of compiler phases.
Each phase has its purpose; a high-level overview of a typical compiler for a
procedural language with associated phases is presented in Figure 3.1. The
high-level overview of Figure 3.1 consists of three phases transforming the
input program into a sequence of tokens and, from this sequence of tokens,
constructing a syntax-tree and from the syntax-tree generating code for the
target language. While the high-level overview of Figure 3.1 succinctly de-
scribes different components of a compiler, a modern optimizing compiler
typically consists of more phases (Aho, Lam, Sethi, and Jeffrey D Ullman
2007).

1This program code may or may not be a high-level program.
2A common target language is a sequence of instructions that can be executed on some

target architecture.
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Lexer

Parser

Code generator

Original language

Sequence of tokens

Parse tree

Target language

Figure 3.1: A high-level overview of compiler phases.

In Figure 3.2 a more detailed overview of an optimizing compiler is pro-
vided. The first part of the compiler is the frontend. For example, in Fig-
ure 3.2 the frontend consists of three modules, the Lexer, the Parser, and the
Semantic Analyzer. The Lexer is responsible for transforming the textual pro-
gram description into a set of tokens; this is called lexical analysis from which
the name lexer is derived. This set of tokens produced by the Lexer is then fed
into the Parser; the task of the Parser is to construct a High-level intermediate
representation (HiR)3 such that the sequence of tokens now represent a syn-
tactically valid program w.r.t some grammar4. Certain optimizations can be
performed on the intermediate representation of the frontend, the so-called,
HiR one example being automatic parallelization (Muchnick 1997).

The midend is dedicated to platform-independent optimization; typically,
the high-level intermediate representation is transformed into a midlevel in-
termediate representation (MiR). According to (Muchnick 1997) the MiR is
designed to be a language-independent flat representation with the control
structure defined as a basic block graph, still, as with the HiR, the exact
characteristics of the MiR representation varies in the literature.

To give an example, some modern MiR such as Rust Intermediate Repre-
sentation (MIR)5 and the Swift Intermediate Representation (SIL)6 are not
fully language independent.

3The high-level intermediate representation typically keeps language-specific constructs
such as loops.

4Depending on the compiler, this can be done during parsing or in a separate module.
In Figure 3.2 this analysis is performed by the Semantic Analyzer.

5URL: https://rustc-dev-guide.rust-lang.org/mir/index.html, accessed 2022-05-03.
6URL: https://github.com/apple/swift/blob/main/docs/SIL.rst, accessed 2022-05-03.
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Semantic 
analyser

Parser

Lexer

Code generator

Frontend

Midend

Optimizer

Code generator

Optimizer

Code generator

Backend

Sequence of characters

Sequence of tokens

High-level
intermediate code

High-level 
intermediate code

Medium-level 
intermediate code

Medium-level 
intermediate code

low-level intermediate code

low-level intermediate code

Executable code

Figure 3.2: An overview of the different stages in an optimizing compiler,
from the initial sequence of tokens from the target program to the low-level
intermediate code and finally the target language, in this case machine code.
In some literature, such as (Muchnick 1997; Aho, Lam, Sethi, and Jeffrey D
Ullman 2007; Cooper and Torczon 2011) many of the phases of the midend
are grouped into the backend phase of the compiler. This figure is based upon
Figure 1.5 in (Muchnick 1997).
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The backend is the last module of a compiler, and its responsibility is code
generation (Muchnick 1997; Aho, Lam, Sethi, and Jeffrey D Ullman 2007;
Cooper and Torczon 2011). The intermediate representation of the backend
is the low-level intermediate representation (LiR). This representation is simi-
lar to MiR; however, it is designed to be close to a possible target architecture
or target language while still being target-independent (Muchnick 1997). A
modern example of a LiR is the LLVM intermediate representation LLVM-IR
first introduced in LLVM: A Compilation Framework for Lifelong Program
Analysis & Transformation (Lattner and Adve 2004). Several modern com-
pilers employ LLVM-IR as a LiR, examples include the Clang compiler, the
Rust Compiler and the Julia compiler (Bezanson, Edelman, Karpinski, and
V. B. Shah 2017).

3.1.2 Interpreters
The distinction between interpreters and compilers is not always clear. How-
ever, compilers that exhibit the behavior of interpreters and perform code
generation as a part of running the program while generating machine code
are called Just-in-time compilers. Interpreters may have more or less the same
structure as a compiler. However, what sets them apart from compilers is that
while compilers typically generate native code at the end of the compilation
process, interpreters instead produce a result based on the direct interpreta-
tion of some final intermediate representation such as a LiR (Romer, D. Lee,
Voelker, Wolman, Wong, Baer, Bershad, and Levy 1996).

In the next section, we present some of the characteristics of Just-in-time
compilers.

3.1.3 Just-in-time Compilers
Just-in-time compilers (JIT-Compilers) are contrasted with so called Ahead-
of-time compilers (AOT-Compilers). The previous discussion in Sec-
tion 3.1.1 illustrated in Figure 3.2 describes Ahead-of-time compilation (AOT-
Compilation). In AOT-Compilation the result of the compilation process is a
semantically equivalent program in some target language. This program can
later be executed native on the machine CPU or in a virtual machine.

In contrast, during Just-In-Time Compilation7 (JIT-Compilation), code
is not compiled immediately. Instead, the compilation is postponed until
that particular code is required. The compilation process occurs during pro-
gram execution. The operations of JIT-Compilers are similar to certain in-
terpreter configurations in the sense that code is executed while the program
is running. However, what makes JIT-Compilers distinct from interpreters is
that while the interpreter interprets the code, a JIT compiler typically gen-
erates native machine code for some target architecture or virtual machine.

7Also known as dynamic compilation.
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JIT-Compilers have several advantages compared to AOT-Compilers; one is
that they can support more expressive languages allowing constructs for self-
modifying code8; another is that JIT-Compilers allow runtime optimization.
What is meant by runtime optimization is that the compiler can dynami-
cally optimize the program according to some heuristic while the program is
executing (Aycock 2003).

However, the flexibility of JIT-Compilation comes with a cost. Since com-
pilation occurs during runtime, typical schemes that are used during AOT-
Compilation such as register allocation (Chaitin, Auslander, Chandra, Cocke,
Hopkins, and Markstein 1981) may be to expensive to employ. Thus, the
number of static optimization passes employed in JIT-Compilers are typically
limited. Historically this has led to compilers that can employ just-in-time
compilation to use schemes such as only compiling a fraction of the program
or using JIT-Compilation in combination interpretation for functions that are
seldom called (Aycock 2003).

In this section, we provided a brief overview of compilers for typical pro-
cedural languages. In the next section we introduce equation-based model-
ing languages and equation-based object-oriented modeling languages. While
compiler construction principles remain the same for these languages, there
are domain-specific characteristics and challenges. We start by discussing
equation-based modeling languages in general and proceed by discussing the
compilation of such languages in particular and how this process is related to
the theory in the previous chapter.

3.1.4 Compilers for Declarative Languages
Declarative equation-based languages differ from procedural languages in the
sense that you describe problems that the computer is to solve rather than
specifying the steps involved in solving the problem. The equation-based
language Modelica is an example of a declarative language; another exam-
ple is the Prolog language. Some equation-based languages, such as Omola
(Andersson 1990) are fully declarative, whereas others, such as Modelica and
MetaModelica, contain both declarative and procedural elements (P. Fritzson
2014). This means that compilers for equation-based languages need to handle
both symbolical and numerical methods as a part of the compiler pipeline.

Consequently, the model as presented in Figure 3.2 apply to compilers for
equation-based languages the contents of each box is slightly different. For
instance, the final program needs to generate code such that the equations of
the program can be solved numerically. Either by using an external numerical
solver or it needs to generate logic that implements a solver algorithm.

8The Lisp programming language is regarded to be the first example (Aycock 2003).
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3.2 Equation-based modeling languages

The advent of computers and later programming languages made it possible
to implement and run mathematical models using computers. While the first
programming languages were procedural, dedicated domain-specific modeling
languages were developed shortly after in the 1960s.

An equation-based modeling language is a language that allows the user
to model systems using equations rather than writing algorithms or, in other
ways, predefine causality9,10. Thus, equation-based languages fall in the cat-
egory of declarative languages. Declarative languages are written according
to the paradigm of declarative programming. In declarative programming,
the programmer specifies the problem to solve, not how to solve the problem
through an algorithm. In imperative programming, the programmer provides
an explicit algorithm describing the steps to solve a given problem, e.g., pro-
viding the computer with the sequence of steps to execute.

In equation-based programming languages, this sequence of steps is in-
stead derived from the language’s textual representation of the equations11.
This derivation is achieved by translating a given textual or graphical rep-
resentation into one or more intermediate representations. The process is
similar to that described by Figure 3.212. This section restricts the discussion
to such languages and provides a brief overview of equation-based modeling
languages. We start by enumerating some historical languages and discuss
the Modelica language.

3.2.1 Historical modeling languages
In this section, we briefly summarize some historical modeling languages. We
start by discussing early procedural languages for modeling and simulation.
We then discuss object-oriented languages and how they relate to simulation.

3.2.1.1 Early languages

Equation-based modeling languages have been around since the 1960s. One
early example of a standardized modeling language for scientific computing is
the Continuous System Simulation Language (CSSL) which provided exten-
sions to the earlier MIMIC (H.E and F.J Sansom 1965) language (Augustin,
Fineberg, Johnsson, Linebarger, and F.John Sansom 1967). The language was

9The causality of an equation-based language is inferred by the compiler.
10There exist modeling frameworks with fixed causality, a notable example being

Simulink; however, modeling languages, in general, are outside the scope of this thesis
(Chaturvedi 2017).

11While some programming environments provide a graphical user interface that allows
the user to specify a model using graphical components, this representation is converted to
a textual description before compilation.

12A compiler for an equation-based declarative language is different from a procedural
in some aspects, some of these will be treated later in this chapter.
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Listing 3.2.1 Small CSSL example program (Augustin, Fineberg, Johnsson,
Linebarger, and F.John Sansom 1967, p .283).

DX = INTEG[F - B*X - A*DX, DX0]
X = INTEG[DX, X0]

designed to allow users to solve ODE systems and simulate them on digital
computers13.

˙̇x + aẋ + bx = f(t)
ẋ0 =DX0

x0 =X0

(3.1)

In Listing 3.2.1 the first equation of Equation (3.1) has first been manually
preprocessed and rewritten explicitly as ˙̇x = f(t) − aẋ − bx which is required
of the integration operator INTEG. Note that programming in CSSL is not
declarative as described in (Augustin, Fineberg, Johnsson, Linebarger, and
F.John Sansom 1967). However, it is equation-based in that it allows the user
to specify numerical operators to solve equations and combine these with pro-
cedural procedures mixing procedural code together with simulation operators
such as INTEG.

A CSSL program was structured according to three regions of operation:

• Initial region

• Dynamic Region

• Terminal Region

Where the initial region handled initial conditions, the computations were
run each time step in the dynamic region, and the final region was responsible
for the final postprocessing (Augustin, Fineberg, Johnsson, Linebarger, and
F.John Sansom 1967).

The Advanced continuous simulation language ACSL extended the func-
tionality of CSSL. It introduced another region, the derivative region. This
region was responsible for solving the equations for the state variables. Un-
like the initial CSSL design the order of the equations in this region did not
matter. Instead, the equations were automatically sorted according to the
dependencies between them (Mitchell and Gauthier 1976).

13Previously analog computers had been the main platform for mathematical simula-
tions.
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Another language that CSSL inspired was Simnon (Elmqvist 1977). Simi-
lar to ACSL, Simnon allowed unordered equation sections. One feature intro-
duced by Simnon was the possibility to connect subsystems so that systems
could be defined in isolation as individual components (Elmqvist 1977). While
tendencies towards object orientation in terms of macros to facilitate reuse of
systems and procedures in the case of CSSL and ACSL and the notion of
subsystems in Simnon can be observed in these earlier languages, they were
not explicitly object-oriented.

With inspiration from Simula (Capretz 2003) and the previously men-
tioned language Simnon, Dymola was developed (Elmqvist 1978). Dymola
built upon some of the concepts introduced by Simnon. To give an example,
in Simnon, a model might have one submodel; however, a model in Dymola
might have a submodel which in turn might have other submodules. Dymola
makes use of object-oriented concepts such as composition14 and abstractions
to connect subsystems together using the cut to denote the sets of variables
involved and connect to connect them. However, Dymola as described in
(Elmqvist 1978) was not explicitly object oriented (Jobling, P. W. Grant,
Barker, and Townsend 1994). In the next section, we discuss object-oriented
equation-based languages.

3.2.1.2 Object-oriented modeling languages

The following section introduces some historical object-oriented equation-
based modeling languages. An explicit object-oriented modeling language
was Omola (Andersson 1992) with concepts such as abstract classes15 and
abstractions to enforce encapsulation.

In Listing 3.2.2 we can see an example of the object-oriented features of
Omola. In the listing, the basic tank model extends the tank model. Like Dy-
mola, Omola had support for concepts such as model parameters, connections,
and submodels. However, a drawback of Omola was that it lacked constructs
for modelers to express procedural algorithms (P. Fritzson and D. Fritzson
1992; Andersson 1990).

Another early object-oriented programming language was ObjectMath
(Viklund, Herber, and P. Fritzson 1992). ObjectMath combined features of
languages dedicated to computer algebra with features of object-oriented sim-
ulation languages and matrix languages (Viklund and P. Fritzson 1995). In
the article The need for High-Level programming Support in Scientific Com-
puting applied to Mechanical Analysis, Omola and Dymola was mentioned as
influences (P. Fritzson and D. Fritzson 1992) along with the Mathematica
language (Wolfram 1991).

An additional early object oriented modeling environment was ASCEND
(Piela, Epperly, K. M. Westerberg, and A. W. Westerberg 1991). Andersson

14Via something called submodel decomposition.
15In the licentiate thesis by Andersson referred to as primitive models.
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Listing 3.2.2 Example of a Omola model for a tank model. The Tank model
extends the basic tank. (Andersson 1990, p. 35).

Basic_Tank ISA Model WITH
terminals:
inflow ISA Terminal;
outflow ISA Terminal;
parameter:
tank_area TYPE Real := 5.0;

END;
Tank ISA Basic_Tank WITH
realization:
mass_balance ISA SetDAE WITH
variable:
level TYPE Real :=0;

equation:
tank_area * dot(level) = inflow - outflow;

END;
END;

(1990) states that the ASCEND language is similar to Omola in that it follows
the object-oriented modeling paradigm.

3.2.1.3 Other languages

While the languages discussed in the previous sections deals with the sim-
ulation of physical systems, another modeling paradigm was that of system
dynamics developed by J.W Forrester (Forrester 1993). Industrial dynamics
attempts to model feedback loops through differential equations describing
social systems such as a companies (Forrester 1968). The methodology was
also applied to other contexts outside the industry, such as urban planning,
demonstrating the practical use of system dynamics (Forrester 1970).

We have reviewed aspects concerning the development of equation-based
language and provided a brief historical overview. For a more exhaustive
treatment concerning the evolution of languages for simulation see Evolution
of continuous-time modeling and simulation (Åström, Elmqvist, Mattsson,
et al. 1998); A perspective on modeling and simulation of complex dynamical
systems (Åström 2011) and (Jobling, P. W. Grant, Barker, and Townsend
1994).

3.2.1.4 Modelica

Version 1.0 the Modelica language specification was introduced in 1998
(Elmqvist, Mattsson, and Otter 1998; P. Fritzson and Engelson 1998) with
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Listing 3.2.3 The Modelica HelloWorld model (P. Fritzson 2014, p. 20)

model HelloWorld
parameter Real a = 1;
Real x(start = 1, fixed = true;

equation
der(x) = - a * x;

end HelloWorld;

Listing 3.2.4 The Pin model in A.2.1

connector Pin
Real v;
flow Real i;

end Pin;

the goal of provided a unified language for system modeling and simulation16.
Modelica is a declarative and object-oriented equation-based modeling lan-
guage (P. Fritzson 2014). Similar to the languages presented in the previous
section, the Modelica language was designed to describe model behavior us-
ing equations and then compose these models to define systems using an
object-oriented paradigm. Moreover, unlike the earlier Omola language, the
first version of Modelica included the capability of expressing parts of models
using non-declarative (imperative and causal) algorithms and functions.

The key construct in Modelica is the model or the class. To illustrate
the object-oriented features of Modelica, the circuit in the previous chapter
Figure 2.6 can be expressed using subclasses, one for each component.

In Listing A.2.1 in the appendix several electrical components are defined
using Modelica. Firstly the Pin model (Listing 3.2.4) is defined. Pin is de-
clared as a connector. A connector is a specialized class in Modelica, and it
can be thought about as a datatype that specifies a set of components that
may interface with other connectors using the connect statement17.

The Pin class, has two variables, voltage v represented using a Real variable
and one flow Real variable i.

The flow construct in Modelica indicates that the sum of the connections
that use the variable must sum to zero. Recall that in the previous chapter
the system of equations for the RLC circuit included equations such as G.p.i+
C.n.i+L.n.i+AC.n.i = 0 these equations are the results of Kirchhoff’s circuit
laws which states ∑n

k=1 Ik = 0.
16It is a unifying language in the sense that it standardized features present in existing

languages such as Dymola, Omola and ObjectMath.
17The connector type is similar to the cut in Dymola (Elmqvist 1978).
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Listing 3.2.5 The TwoPin model in A.2.1

partial model TwoPin
Real v;
Real i;
Pin p;
Pin n;

equation
v = p.v - n.v;
0 = p.i + n.i
i = p.i;

end TwoPin;

Listing 3.2.6 The Resistor model in A.2.1

model Resistor
extends TwoPin;
parameter Real R;

equation
R * I = V

end Resistor;

Modelica supports both inheritance and composition. Using inheritance
we declare the model TwoPin, similarly to the primitive classes of Omola.
Modelica, supports an equivalent construct, so-called partial models. The
keyword partial indicates that the model is not complete and can not be used
on its own; rather, the model is to be extended by some concrete model. Using
these models we can represent a resistor as in Listing 3.2.6 by inheriting from
the TwoPin model in Listing 3.2.5. The single equation of the resistor model
is derived using Ohms law: V = R ⋅ I.

Similarly, by using physical laws combined with the Pin and TwoPin
constructs, we can declare models for other electrical components, see List-
ing A.2.1. These are combined to construct a model for the circuit in Fig-
ure 2.6. In the example, we can see the heritage that Modelica shares with
previously discussed languages, such as the connections, inheritance, and com-
position. To model the circuit a new model is created using these basic ele-
ments as building blocks.

The final Modelica model of the circuit is illustrated in Listing 3.2.7.
While the language is mainly declarative, the Modelica language also sup-

ports a procedural subset via functions and algorithm sections. In this way,
Modelica is capable of formulating discrete procedural models.

Similar to previous equation-based languages, Modelica is not limited to
electrical circuits. Modelica has an extensive standard library encompass-
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Listing 3.2.7 A Modelica model of the RLC circuit in Figure 2.6 (P. Fritzson
2014, p. 35).
model RLCCircuit
Resistor R1(R=10);
Capacitor C(C=0.01);
Resistor R2(R=100);
Inductor L(L=0.1);
Source AC(A = 1.0, w = 1.0);
Ground G;

equation
connect(AC.p, R1.p);
connect(R1.n, C.p);
connect(C.n, AC.n);
connect(R1.p, R2.p);
connect(R2.n, L.p);
connect(L.n, C.n);
connect(AC.n, G.p);

end RLCCircuit;

ing several domains, from electronics to mechanics. Several modeling and
simulation environments supports the Modelica language. Examples include
OpenModelica (P. Fritzson, Pop, Abdelhak, Asghar, Bachmann, W. Braun,
Bouskela, R. Braun, Buffoni, Casella, et al. 2020), Modelon Impact18 and
Dymola19.

3.2.1.5 MetaModelica

While Modelica does provide elements of procedural languages such as func-
tions and algorithms such that Modelica is Turing complete, the language
was not explicitly designed for semantic modeling. MetaModelica extends
the Modelica language with features common in functional programming lan-
guages, such as pattern matching and recursive datatypes (Pop and P. Fritz-
son 2006).

MetaModelica is at the time of writing the implementation language of the
OpenModelica Compiler OMC (P. Fritzson, Pop, Abdelhak, Asghar, Bach-
mann, W. Braun, Bouskela, R. Braun, Buffoni, Casella, et al. 2020).

Listing 3.2.8 illustrates the uniontype data type of MetaModelica. In this
listing a real expression is defined the Exp type is defined to either be a node
representing a real number constant such as 3.14 or one of five arithmetic
operators.

18URL: https://www.modelon.com/modelon-impact/, accessed 2022-02-15
19URL: https://www.3ds.com/products-services/catia/products/dymola/, accessed

2022-02-15
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Listing 3.2.8 Use of the uniontype construct in MetaModelica to define a
syntax tree for arithmetic expressions (Pop and P. Fritzson 2006, p. 220).

uniontype Exp
record RCONST Real x1; end RCONST;
record PLUS Exp x1; Exp x2; end PLUS;
record SUB Exp x1; Exp x2; end SUB;
record MUL Exp x1; Exp x2; end MUL;
record DIV Exp x1; Exp x2; end DIV;
record NEG Exp x1; end NEG;

end Exp;

Listing 3.2.9 A function to evaluate expressions defined using the uniontype
in Listing 3.2.8 (Pop and P. Fritzson 2006, p. 222).

function eval
input Exp in_exp;
output Real out_real;

algorithm
out_real := match in_exp
local Real v1,v2,v3; Exp e1,e2;
case RCONST(v1) then v1;
case ADD(e1,e2)
equation
v1 = eval(e1); v2 = eval(e2); v3 = v1 + v2;

then v3;
case SUB(e1,e2)
equation
v1 = eval(e1); v2 = eval(e2); v3 = v1 - v2;

then v3;
case MUL(e1,e2)
equation
v1 = eval(e1); v2 = eval(e2); v3 = v1 * v2;

then v3;
case DIV(e1,e2)
equation
v1 = eval(e1); v2 = eval(e2); v3 = v1 / v2;

then v3;
case NEG(e1)
equation
v1 = eval(e1); v2 = -v1;

then v2;
end match;

end eval;
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Figure 3.3: A ball attached to a pendulum located at the top of a tower.

To evaluate constructs represented by the uniontype data types, MetaMod-
elica pattern matching can be used. Listing 3.2.9 demonstrates how pattern
matching together with recursion is used to define a function for evaluating
expressions defined by the uniontype in Listing 3.2.8.

3.3 Equation-based languages with variable structure

In the previous section we have enumerated several historical languages and
we have introduced the Modelica language, along with the MetaModelica ex-
tension. In this section we discuss another subset of equation-based languages
that supports a variable structure. A language with a variable structure means
that the program’s structure may change during simulation. Examples of
structural variability could be a ball joint breaking on a automobile, a revo-
lute joint breaking on a door handle or if the pendulum depicted in Figure 3.3
breaks. The scenario with the breaking pendulum, can be described more
formally by Equation (3.2).

f =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

g(t, ẋÐ→(t), xÐ→(t), yÐ→
(t), p
Ð→
), if t ≥ 1

h(t, χ̇
Ð→
(t), χ
Ð→
(t), γ
Ð→
(t), p
Ð→
), Otherwise

(3.2)

When the pendulum breaks, in this example when t ≥ 1, it is no longer
a pendulum, but a falling object as in Figure 2.1. When representing this
scenario with Equation (3.2) the dynamics of the pendulum is defined by g

and when the pendulum breaks the dynamics are defined by h.
All systems around us have some structural variability. Besides providing

increased modeling capabilities, support for varying the model’s structure
during simulation also has other advantages. For example, the model can
change the granularity of a specific subsystem during the simulation. With
this approach, the dynamics of the entire system need not be specified from
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the beginning. Instead, the model can make use of low complexity idealization
at the start of the simulation and switch to a more granular description when
some conditions are met. For example, if we model a water damn, we might
not be interested in calculating the mechanics of materials until the amount
of water has reached a certain threshold. Thus, computational resources can
be saved since only part of the entire system needs to be specified initially.

Due to the advantages of a modeling language that supports systems with
varying structure, several languages and environments have been developed
to support this paradigm. However, as it turns out, extending an equation-
based language to support variable structure leads to additional complications
in terms of language design.

In this section, we present a brief overview of languages and environments
dedicated to extending or providing support for modeling structural variability
within the context of equation-based modeling.

3.3.1 Mosilab
An extension to the Modelica language to allow models with variable structure
is the Modeling and Simulation Language (MOSILA) within the programming
environment Mosilab (Nytsch-Geusen, Ernst, Nordwig, Schneider, Schwarz,
Vetter, Wittwer, Holm, Nouidui, Leopold, et al. 2005). Mosilab is consid-
ered to be the first programming environment with the explicit goal of being
capable of modeling systems with variable structure (Zimmer 2010).

To support the modeling of systems with variable structure, Mosilab in-
troduces Dynamical object structures. These structures can be activated or
deactivated during discrete time events. The Mosilab environment also pro-
vides a visual methodology to represent these systems using statecharts based
on UML (Nytsch-Geusen, Ernst, Nordwig, Schneider, Schwarz, Vetter, Wit-
twer, Holm, Nouidui, Leopold, et al. 2005).

In Figure 3.4 we can see an example of a state chart describing the behavior
of a landing device. At the start of the simulation, the model enters the state
moving; if the speed by which the device is descending becomes too great,
boosters are activated to stabilize it. Finally, when the device has landed, it
enters the state stop.

From the state chart depicted in Figure 3.4 the code in Listing 3.3.1 is
derived. In the figure we can see how the system transitions between the
different states as depicted in Figure 3.4. However, as can be seen in the
example above, a disadvantage of the Mosilab approach is that the dynamic
objects of the model must be specified explicitly before simulation.
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Listing 3.3.1 The Model describing the state chart in Figure 3.4 (Nytsch-
Geusen, Ernst, Nordwig, Schneider, Schwarz, Vetter, Wittwer, Holm,
Nouidui, Leopold, et al. 2005, p. 528).

model System
...
statechart
state SystemSC extends State;
state Moving extends State;
state SlowDown extends State;
exit action
body.remove(boost);

end exit;
end SlowDown;

State falling, start(isInitial=true);
SlowDown slowDown;

transition start -> falling end transition;
transition t2 : falling -> slowDown

event sw guard sw==1 action
body.add(boost);

end transition;
transition t3 : slowDown -> falling

event sw guard sw==0
end transition;
end Moving;

State stop, start(isInitial=true);
Moving moving;

transition t1 : start -> moving action
body.add(gr);

end transition;
transition t4 : moving -> stop
event landed action
body.remove(gr);

end transition;
end SystemSC;

end System;
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3.3. Equation-based languages with variable structure

Figure 3.4: State chart describing a landing system in Mosilab. The figure
is adapted from Figure 1. in (Nytsch-Geusen, Ernst, Nordwig, Schneider,
Schwarz, Vetter, Wittwer, Holm, Nouidui, Leopold, et al. 2005)
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3.3.2 The Sol language
While Mosilab solves the problem by allowing models to exhibit dynamic
behavior during simulation, it requires the modeler to describe the system’s
state prior to simulation. Individual components of the system may also not
modify themselves (Zimmer 2010).

To overcome the limitations of the Mosilab approach and extend the ex-
pressiveness of Modelica, Zimmer proposed the Sol language (Zimmer 2010).
The Sol language, while superficially similar to Modelica in many aspects, is
a separate language designed to support the handling of VSS using the frame-
work SolSim. The key addition of the sol language is the addition of new
operators to change component during discrete time events:

• The copy transmission operator, «

• The move transmission operator, <-

The copy transmission works like an assignment in procedural languages such
as C. That is, the value of the right-hand side is assigned to the object on
the left-hand side. The move transmission operator is similar to the copy
operator; however, it transfers the ownership of the object to the destination
component 20. The move operator in Sol can be used, for instance, to indicate
that one object should replace another given that certain conditions are met.

One example of how structural variability is achieved in Sol can be seen in
Listing 3.3.2. The model consists of two states, Engine1 and Engine2, where
Engine2 is more computationally expensive to simulate compared to Engine1.
However, during the simulation, the dynamics of the engine change due to
the relationship between the inertia and the torque. Because of this, the level
of detail of Engine2 is no longer needed, and Engine1 can be used instead to
speed up the simulation process. This translation is captured by the F.w > 40
condition in the when equation which in turn results in the exchange of the
engine model.

3.3.2.1 Handling structural change in Sol

During simulation the following cases can occur and is handled by the simu-
lator for the Sol language, SolSim.

• Introducing a new variable

• Removing a variable

• Introducing a new relation

• Removing a relation
20This is similar to how the move semantics work in C++ (Stroustrup 2013).
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Listing 3.3.2 A Machine model with structural change from (Zimmer 2010,
p. 78)

model Machine
implementation:
static Mechanics.FlyWheel F{inertia << 1}
static Mechanics.Gear G{ ration << 1.8}
connection{a << G.f2, b << F.f};
static Boolean fast;
if fast then
static Mechanics.Engine1 E{meanT << 10};
connection{a << E.f, b << G.f1};

else then
static Mechanics.Engine2 E{meanT << 10};
connection{a << E.f, b << G.f1};

end;
if initial() then
fast << false;

end;
when F.w > 40 then
fast << true;

end;
end Machine;

The SolSim simulator handles these changes by dynamic DAE processing. The
simulator calculates these using symbolic operations to dynamically account
for changes in the set of equations and variables using dynamic topological
sorting (Pearce and Kelly 2004).

3.3.3 Hydra
Hydra (Giorgidze 2012) is a deeply embedded language implemented in
Haskell according to the paradigm of functional hybrid modeling (Nilsson,
Peterson, and Hudak 2003). Hydra supports most operations of acausal mod-
eling languages but lacks the object-oriented features present in languages
such as Modelica. Hydra compensates for the lack of these capabilities by
enabling more flexibility compared to the relatively static Modelica language.
One example of this flexibility is handling systems where the set of equations
and variables change during simulation. Hydra handles this issue by utilizing
JIT-Compilation, see Section 3.1.3.

3.3.3.1 Recompilation during mode change in Hydra

Hydra, as presented in the thesis by Giorgidze (Giorgidze 2012), does not
cache the equations between mode changes. Instead, the system is recompiled.
This means that equations that were not subject to change during the mode
switch are recompiled regardless. Conversely, in the SolSim modeling and
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Listing 3.3.3 A breaking pendulum model described using Hydra21.

g :: Double
g = 9.81
freeFall :: Body -> SR Body
freeFall ((x0,y0),(vx0,vy0)) = [rel| ((x,y),(vx,vy)) ->

init (x,y) = ($x0$,$y0$)
init (vx,vy) = ($vx0$,$vy0$)
(der x,der y) = (vx,vy)
(der vx,der vy) = (0.0, - $g$)|]

pendulum :: Double -> Double -> SR Body
pendulum l phi0 = [rel| ((x,y),(vx,vy)) ->

local phi
local phid
init phi = $phi0$
init phid = 0
init (x,y) = ($l$ * sin $phi0$, - $l$ * cos $phi0$)
phid = der phi
(x,y) = ($l$ * sin phi, - $l$ * cos phi)
(vx,vy) = (der x, der y)
der phid + ($g$ / $l$) * sin phi = 0|]

breakingPendulum :: Double -> Double ->
Double -> SR Body
breakingPendulum t l phi0 = switch (pendulum l phi0)

[fun| ((_,_),(_,_)) -> time - $t$ |] freeFall
....

simulation environment, heuristics are used to estimate which equations need
to be modified during a mode switch (Zimmer 2010).

Another difference is that while the Sol language is interpreted by an
interpreter, the realization of the Hydra language instead generates machine
code. While caching equations would improve performance, the generation of
machine code was discovered to be the main bottleneck (Giorgidze 2012).

Listing 3.3.3 illustrates a breaking Pendulum in Hydra. Initially the pen-
dulum is active until t = 5.0 seconds when the active model change from the
pendulum model to the free fall model.

3.3.4 The Model Composition Language and Nano
Modelica

In Compiling Modelica Höger presents both a theoretical framework and an
experimental prototype that is capable of handling systems with a dynamic
structure as well as separate compilation (Höger 2019). In this section, we
focus on the extensions to the language and the computational framework to
achieve VSS.

21URL: https://github.com/giorgidze/Hydra/blob/e5b59d0baff27f06368caeb1e9860f1395913ca5/
examples/BreakingPendulum.hs accessed 2022-05-03
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Höger introduces two new operators to a subset of the Modelica language,
Nano Modelica:

• resume

• resuming

Along with the attribute restart and a new class Checkpoint.
A Modelica model specified in Nano Modelica is translated to some Hy-

brid DAE representation. This representation is then translated to the Model
Composition Language (MCL). MCL is inspired from a previous core lan-
guage, the Model Kernel Language (MKL) (Broman 2010). The purpose of
the kernel language is to provide a formal framework to describe the semantics
of modeling languages22. It is used as an IR in the translation process before
finally being transformed into OCaml23.

To be noted that MCL is not Modelica; rather, it is a concise language
meant to encapsulate the behavior of a subset of Modelica called Nano Mod-
elica. It is also used to implement the simulation runtime of the models that
are being simulated.

The breaking pendulum example is also discussed in the work of Höger,
the use of the Checkpoint, resume and resuming can be seen in Listing 3.3.4.
Initially the constraint equation x2 + y2 = 1 is active along with the equations
governing the dynamics of the pendulum:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ẋ = vx
ẏ = vy
v̇x = F ⋅ x
v̇y = F ⋅ y − 9.81

(3.3)

until y exceeds 0.6, after which the new equation F = 0 is activated, which
results in the object attached to the pendulum entering the free fall state.
This approach to representing the model is different when contrasted with
the model in Hydra. See Listing 3.3.3. In the latter case, the free fall state
and the attached state are explicitly encoded, whereas in the example by
Höger, activating and deactivating equations change the behavior.

3.3.5 Comparing languages and programming environments
for Variable Structured Modeling

In the previous section, we have discussed different languages and program-
ming environments that attempt to achieve support for systems with variable

22In the context of the thesis this is used to describe the semantics of the Modelica
subset mapped to MKL, however, it is not limited to Modelica alone, since conceivably
similar equation-based languages could be mapped to it.

23URL: https://ocaml.org/, accessed 2022-02-15.
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Listing 3.3.4 The Breaking Pendulum from (Höger 2019, p. 171).

model Pendulum
constant Real pi = 2*asin(1.0);
Real x(start=sin(3.*pi/4.));
Real y(start=cos(pi/4.));
Real vx, vy ,F;
Checkpoint cp;

initial equation
vx=0; vy=0; x = sin(3.*pi/4.); y = cos(pi/4.);

equation
der(x) = vx; der(y) = vy;
der(vx) = F*x; der(vy) = F*y - 9.81;
if (not resuming(cp)) then
x*x + y*y = 1;
when (y > 0.6) then
resume(cp);

end when;
else
F = 0;

end if;
end Pendulum;

structure. Within the context of Modelica, there seems to be a consensus
that Mosilab represents the first attempt to extend Modelica for this purpose
(Zimmer 2010; Giorgidze 2012; Höger 2019). Concerning the Hydra language,
Zimmer states:

Hydra is based on the paradigm of functional hybrid mod-
eling. This makes it a powerful language. In principle, it
is possible to state arbitrary equation systems with Hydra
and to formulate arbitrary changes. Also new elements
can be generated at runtime. Practically, the simulation
engine is currently not able to support higher-index sys-
tems to a sufficient extent. Also the language has not
been tested on complex modeling examples. The way Hy-
dra is processed is rather unique in the field of M&S. Hy-
dra features a just-in-time compilation. At each struc-
tural change, the model is completely recompiled in order
to enable a fast evaluation of the system. This process-
ing scheme makes Hydra interesting with respect to Sol
since it represents a contemplative approach. Whereas
Sol, being an interpreter, is efficient in handling the
changes in the system of equations but inefficient in the
evaluation stage, Hydra represents the opposite case. A
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combination of both approaches would therefore lead to
an optimal trade-off between flexibility and efficiency.
Zimmer 2010

p. 49

Concerning the Sol language Giorgidze states:

Sol is a Modelica-like language [Zimmer, 2007, 2008]. It
introduces language constructs that enable the descrip-
tion of systems where objects are dynamically created
and deleted, thus supporting modelling of unbounded
structurally dynamic systems. The work on Sol is com-
plementary to ours in a number of respects outlined in
the following. Sol explores how structurally dynamic sys-
tems can be modelled in an object-oriented, noncausal
language. Hydra extends a purely functional program-
ming language with constructs for structurally dynamic,
noncausal modeling.
The implementation of Sol makes use of symbolic meth-
ods that for each structural change aim to identify the
smallest number of equations that need to be modified
or added in order to model the structural change. It
would be interesting to combine these symbolic methods
with the runtime code generation approach used in Hy-
dra in order to reduce the JIT compilation overheads by
only compiling the modifid and added equations for each
structural change.
Sol features only an interpreted implementation. The
dynamic compilation techniques featured in the imple-
mentation of Hydra would be of interest in the context
of Sol to enable it to target high-end simulation tasks.
Giorgidze 2012

p. 108

Furthermore, both Zimmer and Giorgidze states that the main disadvan-
tage of Mosilab is the explicit structure, moreover, it does not allow the mod-
eler to model an unbounded system with structural variability (Zimmer 2010;
Giorgidze 2012).

Concerning MCL, the thesis by Höger leaves the following final remark:

Throughout this thesis, we have deviated quite far from
the topics that are usually discussed in the context of
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Modelica. We have only sketched the surface of the nu-
merical and symbolical treatment of equations and done
so only to provide the necessary framework for some
very specific aspects of its operational semantics. While
we considered it important to fully support the simula-
tion of at least a very small subset of the language, we
did not bother with realistic models or aspects like sim-
ulation performance. Instead, we focused on a specific
architecture of implementation, namely that of a rigor-
ous, separate compiler, and how its choice enables a new
modeling paradigm. Höger 2019

p. 206

From this, we can infer that while the work of Höger provides an extensive
formal overview concerning separate compilation and the modeling of highly
dynamic systems, it does not provide any empirical evaluation concerning the
efficiency of his approach.

A summary of the characteristics of the approaches by (Höger 2019;
Giorgidze 2012; Zimmer 2010; Nytsch-Geusen, Ernst, Nordwig, Schneider,
Schwarz, Vetter, Wittwer, Holm, Nouidui, Leopold, et al. 2005) in Table 3.1.

In Table 3.1 we categorize the approaches according to the following char-
acteristics:

• Type

• Paradigm

• Boundness

• Variability

• Declaration Scheme

• Higher-Order Models

The Type and the Paradigm are discussed in the previous sections, along
with the description of the compilation technique. What is more interesting
is the concept Boundness. Boundness in the context of VSS is defined not in
terms of how many distinct modes of operation models might have but rather
if the language is capable of formulating models that may in turn, generate
new modes. In the case of Mosilab, a model may have infinite modes, but
this set of modes must be specified before simulation, which is unfeasible.
However, in the case of Sol, MCL and Hydra new modes may be created
during simulation.
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of languages that are able to express system with
structural variability.

Mosilab Sol Hydra MCL
Type Modelica extension Modelica variant Embedded in Haskell Intermediate Representation

Paradigm Declarative Declarative Functional Functional
Compilation technique AOT-Compilation Interpretation JIT-Compilation AOT-Compilation

Variability Static Dynamic Dynamic Static
Declaration Scheme Explicit Implicit Explicit Implicit

Boundness Bounded Unbounded Unbounded Unbounded
Higher-order-models No Yes Yes Yes

Variability, concerns the modeling and simulation framework. Framework
that are able either to extend or add to the program itself via metaprogram-
ming after starting the simulation are categorized as Dynamic, otherwise we
say that it is Static.

Declaration Scheme, concerns how structural variability is expressed syn-
tactically, ether explicitly or implicitly. One example of an explicit decla-
ration is in Listing 3.3.3 where the structural dynamics are expressed using
the switch operator. Another is Listing 3.3.1 where structural changes are
expressed via structural transitions. This can be contrasted with the works of
Höger and Zimmer where an operator in the code affects the resulting mode.

An example of implicit transitions is how the constraint equation in List-
ing 3.3.4 change the active mode.

The last category is Higher-order-models, it implies that simulated model
is able to directly reconfigure models as if models themselves are variables,
either explicitly or implicitly.

The themes identified in this overview have illustrated that simulation
of variable structured systems is possible. However, how these changes are
expressed and the expressive power of proposed constructs vary. Neverthe-
less, researchers have not treated the practical implication of a programming
environment with VSS support in detail. In general, no attempt was made
to quantify the implication of modeling systems according to this paradigm
on large examples. Only Giorgdize provides empirical insight regarding the
practicality of his approach.

3.4 Other frameworks

Besides the frameworks discussed above, variable structure systems in
equation-based languages are discussed in (Mehlhase 2014; Elmqvist, Mats-
son, and Otter 2014; Elmqvist and Otter 2017). The work by (Mehlhase 2014)
is an interesting approach in terms of tool interoperability. However, since it
abstracts existing modeling and simulation environments rather than defining
or extending a language, we omitted it in Section 3.3. The ideas by Elmqvist,
Matsson, and Otter (2014) are similar to those in (Nytsch-Geusen, Ernst,
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Nordwig, Schneider, Schwarz, Vetter, Wittwer, Holm, Nouidui, Leopold, et
al. 2005). We implement and discuss a similar scheme in Section 4.6.1.
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Modelica Environment

This chapter is closely based on the following publications:

• Towards introducing just-in-time compilation in a Modelica compiler
(Tinnerholm, Sjölund, and Pop 2019)

• Towards an Open-Source Modelica Compiler in Julia (Tinnerholm, Pop,
Sjölund, Heuermann, and Abdelhak 2020)

• OpenModelica.jl: A modular and extensible Modelica compiler frame-
work in Julia targeting ModelingToolkit.jl (Tinnerholm, Pop, Heuer-
mann, and Sjölund 2021)

• A modular, extensible, and Modelica standard-compliant OpenModelica
compiler framework in Julia supporting structural variability, J Tinner-
holm, A Pop, M Sjölund (Submitted for publication)

In this chapter we present OpenModelica.jl. OpenModelica.jl is a compos-
able modeling and simulation environment written in the Julia language. The
term composable means that software components within this programming
environment can be used interchangeably. We start by providing an overview
of OpenModelica.jl without any implementation specifics in Section 4.1. We
then introduce the Julia language and highlight some of the key advantages
of providing a Modelica compiler written in Julia and the implications of us-
ing such an environment. Section 4.3 presents the MetaModelica extension
of Modelica. The section ends with a presentation of MetaModelica.jl a com-
ponent of OpenModelica.jl and how the homoiconic1 characteristics of the
Julia language is leveraged. In Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 we introduce the
compiler frontend and backend respectively. Furthermore, in Section 4.6 we
discuss how a set of minimal modifications to the Modelica language allows
for more expressive and novel modeling. We end this chapter in Section 4.7
by providing a partial answers to the stated research questions.

4.1 Introducing OpenModelica.jl

OpenModelica.jl is a modeling and simulation environment written in the
Julia language dedicated to Modelica modeling and simulation. As of this

1Homoiconicity is a characteristic of the Lisp programming language. Homoiconicity
means that code is data and data is code (McIlroy 1960).
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OMFrontend.jl

OMParser.jl

OMBackend.jl

MetaModelica.jl

Absyn.jl

SCode.jl

DAE.jl

Auxiliary libraries

OpenModelica.jl

Figure 4.1: An overview of the dependencies between the components in Open-
Modelica.jl. Absyn.jl, SCode.jl and DAE.jl are existing intermediate represen-
tations encoded in the Julia language. The compiler runtime is implemented
by MetaModelica.jl. The frontend is provided by the OMFrontend.jl module
and the backend by the OMBackend.jl module.

Frontend for Modelica Frontend for EOOL X Frontend for EOOL Y

Intermediate representation

OMBackend

Figure 4.2: A high level overview of a design separating the intermediate
representation from the frontend to allow several hypothetical frontends to
use the same backend.

writing the OpenModelica.jl programming environment consists of several in-
tegrated modules that make up separate pieces of a Modelica compiler.

An overview of the various components of OpenModelica.jl is available
in Figure 4.1. In the figure we can see that the backend depends on the
frontend. The reason for this dependency is to enable the compiler to dynam-
ically recompile models during simulation. We discuss this feature and its
implications in Section 4.6. Following the principles of LLVM (Lattner and
Adve 2004) the frontend and the intermediate representation were separated
so that additional frontends or backends can be provided to support other
EOOL given that they target the same intermediate representation.

An illustration is provided in Figure 4.2.
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Listing 4.2.1 An example of a Julia function, addition that adds two vari-
ables.
function addition(a, b)
return a + b

end
addition(1.0, 1.0)
addition(1, 1)

4.2 The Julia Programming language

The Julia programming language was created to combine the expressive power
and flexibility of scientific computing environments such as those existing for
Python and Matlab with the performance of compiled procedural languages
such as Fortran and C. The Julia language achieves this by utilizing, multiple
dispatch, dataflow type inference and runtime JIT-Compilation (Bezanson,
Edelman, Karpinski, and V. B. Shah 2017).

Consider the Julia code in Listing 4.2.1. In this example a single func-
tion, addition is defined with two arguments a and b. Similar to the Python
language which support duck-typing this function can be called with different
arguments in this case with integer and float arguments. The language differ
in while Python interprets the program, Julia will instead infer a function
to generate based on the arguments to the function and create native code
for each type specialization. In the case of the addition function two such
specializations will be created one for integer arguments and one for floating
point arguments.

In this way Julia retains the flexibility of scripting languages such as
Python while at the same time generating high performance code (Bezan-
son, Edelman, Karpinski, and V. B. Shah 2017). However, the drawback of
this approach is that there is an initial overhead in terms of compilation time
(Tinnerholm, Sjölund, and Pop 2019).

4.2.1 Scientific computation in Julia
As previously stated, the Julia language was designed to provide a flexible
yet performant environment for scientific computing. Consequently, several
packages2 have been developed to facilitate scientific computing. One exam-
ple of such a package is DifferentialEquations.jl (Christopher Rackauckas and
Nie 2017). This package allows the user to interface with a number of solver
libraries such as SUNDIALS (SUite of Nonlinear and DIfferential/ALgebraic
Equation Solvers) (Hindmarsh, Brown, K. E. Grant, S. L. Lee, Serban, Shu-

2A Julia package is a piece of reusable Julia code. It is similar to modules in other
programming languages.
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maker, and Woodward 2005). As of 2022, DifferentialEquations.jl provides
support for the following features3:

• Discrete equations (function maps, discrete stochastic (Gillespie/-
Markov) simulations)

• Ordinary differential equations (ODEs)

• Split and Partitioned ODEs (Symplectic integrators, IMEX Methods)

• Stochastic ordinary differential equations (SODEs or SDEs)

• Stochastic differential-algebraic equations (SDAEs)

• Random differential equations (RODEs or RDEs)

• Differential algebraic equations (DAEs)

4.2.2 Equation based modeling in Julia
As of 2022, several modeling environments that provide the option of causal
and acausal modeling within the Julia ecosystem exists and DifferentialE-
quations.jl (Christopher Rackauckas and Nie 2017) is one such environment.
It provides a seamless foreign function interface that allows interfacing al-
gorithmic Julia code and a variety of different solvers. A user of Differen-
tialEquations.jl writes imperative code in the Julia language to conform to
systems such as Nonlinear-systems, ODE-systems, and DAE-systems. Tin-
nerholm, Pop, Sjölund, Heuermann, and Abdelhak (2020) selected Differen-
tialEquations.jl as the default backend target. A model of a hybrid system
representing a bouncing ball using DifferentialEquations.jl can be studied in
Listing 4.2.2.

While DifferentialEquations.jl provides the abstractions necessary to write
causal models in Julia, it does not provide the abstractions of a full-fledged
modeling language. ModelingToolkit.jl (MTK) aims address this issue (Ma,
Gowda, Anantharaman, Laughman, V. Shah, and Chris Rackauckas 2021).
MTK is a recent modeling and simulation framework to automate symbolic
operations common for equation-based languages, such as methods for index
reduction. It does so by using the symbolic-numerical capabilities of Julia
to preprocess a description into a format that can be solved using the set of
solvers provided by DifferentialEquations.jl. In other words, the translation
process from an acausal description based on equations to a causal represen-
tation acceptable for a solver is similar to that of a typical Modelica Compiler.

Two studies (Ma, Gowda, Anantharaman, Laughman, V. Shah, and Chris
Rackauckas 2021; Elmqvist, Neumayr, and Otter 2018) have begun to exam-
ine the usefulness of the Julia language within the context of equation-based

3URL: https://github.com/SciML/DiffEqDocs.jl/blob/5ab30570f91a69820e02449f71b59d2f786c3dd4/
docs/src/index.md accessed 2022-04-27
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modeling. However, no study has - to our knowledge - implemented and
investigated the implications of developing a full compiler for an equation-
based language in Julia. Instead, they provide the possibility of Modelica-
like acausal modeling using Julia as a host language. In (Tinnerholm, Pop,
Sjölund, Heuermann, and Abdelhak 2020) we presented the first Modelica
compiler written in Julia. We constructed the compiler by translating the old
frontend of the OMC and by providing a MetaModelica-Julia compatibility
layer, MetaModelica.jl. In addition, a backend was implemented and the first
backend target was DifferentialEquations.jl (Christopher Rackauckas and Nie
2017).

The main difference between Modelica and the language defined by MTK
is the level of abstraction. To give an example, as of this writing, MTK
requires users to specify the application of index reduction explicitly; it also
requires systems to be specified explicitly with the state derivatives on the left-
hand side. Thus, the user specifies the transformation from a DAE-System
into an ODE-system, whereas in a Modelica compiler, these decisions are
generally abstracted away. Still, as we illustrate, this flexibility makes MTK
suitable as a backend framework for Modelica Compilers or other equation-
based languages frameworks in Julia.

Modia.jl (Elmqvist and Otter 2017; Elmqvist, Otter, Neumayr, and Hipp-
mann 2021) is another framework for acausal modeling in Julia. Syntacti-
cally it is more similar to Modelica when compared to the language defined
by MTK. However, it is different from the work presented here because its
constructs are implemented using Julia metaprogramming, primarily a set of
macros, rather than traditional compiler phases.

Yet another modeling framework is Causal.jl (Sarı and Günel 2021) a
causal modeling framework reminiscent of Simulink.

4.3 MetaModelica and MetaModelica.jl

MetaModelica is an extension to the Modelica language. It extends Modelica
with several constructs to provide the Modelica language with greater ex-
pressive power (P. Fritzson, Pop, Abdelhak, Asghar, Bachmann, W. Braun,
Bouskela, R. Braun, Buffoni, Casella, et al. 2020). To automatically trans-
late the OpenModelica Compiler into Julia, MetaModelica constructs such
as matchcontinue and match had to be mapped into Julia. To define these
constructs we implemented MetaModelica.jl.

4.3.1 MetaModelica.jl
MetaModelica.jl4 provides a compatibility layer between Julia and MetaMod-
elica (P. Fritzson, Pop, and Sjölund 2011; Pop and P. Fritzson 2006) and an

4URL: https://github.com/OpenModelica/MetaModelica.jl accessed 2022-05-03.
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Listing 4.2.2 Automatically generated Julia code for a simple hybrid sys-
tem. The Julia code presented in this listing is targeting the IDA solver in
Sundials (Hindmarsh, Brown, K. E. Grant, S. L. Lee, Serban, Shumaker, and
Woodward 2005) using DifferentialEquations.jl.
function BouncingBallRealsStartConditions(aux, t)
local x = zeros(2)
local dx = zeros(2)
local p = aux[1]
local reals = aux[2]
reals[1] = 1.0
dx[1] = reals[2]
dx[2] = -(p[2])
x[2] = reals[2]
x[1] = reals[1]
return (x, dx)

end
function BouncingBallRealsDifferentialVars()
return Bool[1, 1]

end
function BouncingBallRealsDAE_equations(res, dx, x, aux, t)
local p = aux[1]
local reals = aux[2]
res[1] = dx[2] - -(p[2])
res[2] = dx[1] - reals[2]
reals[2] = x[2]
reals[1] = x[1]

end

function BouncingBallRealsParameterVars()
local aux = Array{Array{Float64}}(undef, 2)
local p = Array{Float64}(undef, 2)
local reals = Array{Float64}(undef, 2)
aux[1] = p
aux[2] = reals
p[2] = 9.81
p[1] = 0.7
return aux

end
saved_values_BouncingBallReals = SavedValues(Float64, Tuple{Float64,Array})
function BouncingBallRealsCallbackSet(aux)
local p = aux[1]
function condition1(x, t, integrator)
x[1] - 0.0
end
function affect1!(integrator)
integrator.u[2] = -(p[1] * integrator.u[2])

end
cb1 = ContinuousCallback(condition1, affect1!, rootfind = true,

save_positions = (true, true), affect_neg! = affect1!)
savingFunction(u, t, integrator) = let
(t, deepcopy(integrator.p[2]))

end
cb2 = SavingCallback(savingFunction, saved_values_BouncingBallReals)
return CallbackSet(cb1, cb2)

end
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Listing 4.3.1 Original code written in MetaModelica to typecheck array ex-
pressions.
function matchArrayExpressions
input output Expression exp1;
input Type type1;
input output Expression exp2;
input Type type2;
input Boolean allowUnknown;
output Type compatibleType;
output MatchKind matchKind;

protected
Type ety1, ety2;
list<Dimension> dims1, dims2;

algorithm
Type.ARRAY(elementType = ety1, dimensions = dims1) := type1;
Type.ARRAY(elementType = ety2, dimensions = dims2) := type2;
// Check that the element types are compatible.
(exp1, exp2, compatibleType, matchKind) :=
matchExpressions(exp1, ety1, exp2, ety2, allowUnknown);

// If the element types are compatible, check the dimensions too.
(compatibleType, matchKind) :=
matchArrayDims(dims1, dims2, compatibleType, matchKind, allowUnknown);

end matchArrayExpressions;

extension to the Julia language via Julia metaprogramming. It re-implements
several constructs of MetaModelica such as match and matchcontinue. Fur-
thermore, MetaModelica.jl replicates the existing runtime of OMC. This Julia
extension is used extensively in the translated modules.

For a more-in-depth comparison between Julia and MetaModelica we refer
to (P. Fritzson, Pop, Sjölund, and Asghar 2019).

Listing 4.3.2 illustrates an example of automatically translated code using
@match equations. The original MetaModelica version of this function can be
seen in Listing 4.3.1.

4.4 OMFrontend

OMFrontend.jl is used to flatten Modelica code. OMFrontend was automat-
ically generated from the high-performance frontend (Pop, Östlund, Casella,
Sjölund, Franke, et al. 2019) of the OMC. Previously, we used the old frontend
(Tinnerholm, Pop, Sjölund, Heuermann, and Abdelhak 2020); however, as
part of the work presented here, the MetaModelica-Julia translator was used
to automatically generate a Julia implementation of the high-performance
frontend (Pop, Östlund, Casella, Sjölund, Franke, et al. 2019).

While the translation of the old frontend5 was achieved without any major
modifications, we had to manually resolve cases of mutually circular module

5The old frontend is the frontend the high-performance frontend replaced (Pop, Östlund,
Casella, Sjölund, Franke, et al. 2019).
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Listing 4.3.2 A function used in the type checking phase of our Model-
ica compiler. This code make use of the @match equation constructs from
MetaModelica, for comparison the original MetaModelica code is available in
Listing 4.3.1.
function matchArrayExpressions(
exp1::Expression,
type1::NFType,
exp2::Expression,
type2::NFType,
allowUnknown::Bool,
)::Tuple{Expression, Expression, NFType, MatchKindType}
local matchKind::MatchKindType
local compatibleType::NFType
local ety1::NFType
local ety2::NFType
local dims1::List{Dimension}
local dims2::List{Dimension}
@match TYPE_ARRAY(elementType = ety1, dimensions = dims1) = type1
@match TYPE_ARRAY(elementType = ety2, dimensions = dims2) = type2
#= Check that the element types are compatible. =#
(exp1, exp2, compatibleType, matchKind) =
matchExpressions(exp1, ety1, exp2, ety2, allowUnknown)
#= If the element types are compatible, check the dimensions too. =#
(compatibleType, matchKind) =
matchArrayDims(dims1, dims2, compatibleType, matchKind, allowUnknown)
return (exp1, exp2, compatibleType, matchKind)

end

dependencies for the new frontend since Julia does not handle mutually cir-
cular module dependencies while MetaModelica does.

The design and implementation of this frontend remains the same as de-
scribed by Pop et al. in (Pop, Östlund, Casella, Sjölund, Franke, et al. 2019),
however a few modifications where made that we elaborate on later in this
text.

4.4.1 Validating the frontend by using Flat-Modelica
Similarly to the frontend in OMC OpenModelica.jl is capable of generating flat
Modelica from a Modelica model. By generating flat Modelica using OMC
and comparing it to OMFrontend, we established the frontend’s correctness
to an extent6. In Listing 4.4.1 we can see a model representing a water tank,
and in Listing 4.4.2 we can see the corresponding flat model generated by
OMFrontend where the object-orientation is gone.

6Software testing can not prove the absence of errors.
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Listing 4.4.1 A model of a water tank.
connector Stream //Connector class
Real pressure;
flow Real volumeFlowRate;

end Stream;

model Tank
parameter Real area = 1;
replaceable connector TankStream = Stream;
TankStream inlet, outlet;
Real level(start=2);

equation
inlet.volumeFlowRate = 1;
inlet.pressure = 1;
area * der(level) = inlet.volumeFlowRate + outlet.volumeFlowRate;
outlet.pressure = inlet.pressure;
outlet.volumeFlowRate = 2;

end Tank;

Listing 4.4.2 The flat model of the water tank.
class Tank
parameter Real area = 1.0;
Real inlet.pressure;
flow Real inlet.volumeFlowRate;
Real outlet.pressure;
flow Real outlet.volumeFlowRate;
Real level(start = 2.0);

equation
inlet.volumeFlowRate = 0.0;
outlet.volumeFlowRate = 0.0;
inlet.volumeFlowRate = 1.0;
inlet.pressure = 1.0;
area * der(level) = inlet.volumeFlowRate + outlet.volumeFlowRate;
outlet.pressure = inlet.pressure;
outlet.volumeFlowRate = 2.0;

end Tank;

4.4.2 Modelica library support
The compiler presented in this text provide support for users to write their
own custom libraries. We have also tested our compiler on existing Mod-
elica libraries, such as the ScalableTestSuite testsuite and the MSL. While
OpenModelica.jl does not currently cover all models of the Modelica Stan-
dard Library, the Electrical sub-library of electrical components and example
models is currently supported. In Chapter 5 we provide one example where
we use a transmission line model from the ScalableTestSuite (Casella 2015)
to estimate the current performance of our frontend.
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4.5 OMBackend

The module responsible for code generation is the backend module, OMBack-
end.jl. Current backend targets include both MTK and DifferentialEqua-
tions.jl. The DifferentialEquations.jl backend uses the Sundials IDA solver
(Hindmarsh, Brown, K. E. Grant, S. L. Lee, Serban, Shumaker, and Wood-
ward 2005) and it roughly follows the DAE-mode implementation by (W.
Braun, Casella, Bachmann, et al. 2017). OMBackend currently supports con-
tinuous systems and initial support for hybrid systems. The backend currently
performs matching and sorting on the equations; however, the process of sym-
bolic index reduction and other compiler optimizations such as algebraic sim-
plification is outsourced to the MTK-framework. Furthermore, the backend
integrates other Julia facilities such as Plots.jl (Christ, Schwabeneder, and
Christopher Rackauckas 2022) for plotting and animation.

4.6 Extending the Modelica language to support
Variable Structured Systems

The literature overview presented in Chapter 3 highlighted that for an
equation-based language to support VSS, the language would need to have the
syntax and semantics necessary to describe and capture structural changes in
the systems of equations. Furthermore, if the system is object oriented, the
language also needs such syntax and semantics to capture the change in the
components constituting these systems as well. In this section we discuss two
extensions to enable the Modelica language to represent such systems.

4.6.1 Explicit Variable Structured Systems
We define Explicit Variable Structured Systems as system where the transitions
between states of the system are explicitly encoded by the modeler. In this
case the equations and variables of the system is known before the system
is simulated. To illustrate this we reused the process of representing state
machines in the Modelica language by providing support for continuous state
machines.

However, while state machines in Modelica does not support continuous-
time equations or algorithms7 our representations allows a modeler to repre-
sent structural transitions between separate continuous-time states.

To be able to encode such explicit structural transitions we introduced one
new keyword structuralmode along with two operators:

• initialStructuralState(state)

• structuralTransition(fromState, toState, condition)
7URL: https://specification.modelica.org/v3.4/Ch17.html accessed 2022-04-20
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4.6. Extending the Modelica language to support Variable Structured
Systems

Listing 4.6.1 An example of a simple explicit variable structured systems
with two modes of operation.

model SimpleTwoModes
model Single
parameter Real a = 1.0;
Real x (start = 1.0);

equation
der(x) = 2 * x + a;

end Single;
model HybridSingle
parameter Real a = 1.0;
Real x (start = 0.0);

equation
der(x) = x - a;

end HybridSingle;
structuralmode Single firstMode;
structuralmode HybridSingle secondMode;

equation
// We start in this initial mode
initialStructuralState(firstMode);
// We switch the mode when time is greater than or equal to 0.7
structuralTransition(firstMode, secondMode, time >= 0.7);

end SimpleTwoModes;

The operator initialStructuralState is used to represent an initial struc-
tural state while structuralTransition is used to specify the transition be-
tween one structural state to another structural state.

Listing 4.6.1 illustrates an example of a system modeled using these con-
structs. The model SimpleTwoModes consists of two states Single and Hy-
bridSingle. The model starts in the Single state and after 0.7 second the model
transition to the next state HybridSingle. This transition is modeled using the
structuralTransition operator and the initial structural state is specified using
the initialStructuralState operator.

The code for simulating and plotting this model is available in Listing 4.6.1,
the plot is available in Figure 4.3.

4.6.1.1 Modeling the breaking pendulum explicitly

Using these constructs we can simulate models where the equations and vari-
ables change, given that this change is encoded by the modeler. We can
use this methodology of explicitly encoding the states to model the breaking
pendulum model discussed in Chapter 3.

Simulating this system results in the plot seen in Figure 4.4. To summarize,
using an explicit approach we can increase the flexibility concerning what
is possible to express in Modelica. However, there are some disadvantages
to this approach. The first is that the representation is causal, that is the
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Listing 4.6.2 A program to simulate and plot SimpleTwoModes from List-
ing 4.6.1 using OpenModelica.jl with associated modules.

using Revise
import Absyn
import DAE
import OM
import OMBackend
import OMFrontend
import SCode
using MetaModelica
using Plots
function runModelMTK(model,

file;
timeSpan = (0.0, 1.0))

@info ”Running : ” model
@time OM.simulate(model,

file,
mode = OMBackend.MTK_MODE,
startTime = first(timeSpan),
stopTime = last(timeSpan))

end
res = runModelMTK(”SimpleTwoModes”,

”./Models/SimpleTwoModes.mo”;
timeSpan=(0.0, 1.0))

p = plot(res; legend = :topleft)
Plots.pdf(p,

”./Plots/SimpleTwoModesPlot”)

Figure 4.3: The result of simulating Listing 4.6.1.
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4.6. Extending the Modelica language to support Variable Structured
Systems

Listing 4.6.3 An example of the breaking pendulum model using structural
transitions.

model FreeFall
Real x;
Real y;
Real vx;
Real vy;
parameter Real g = 9.81;
parameter Real vx0 = 0.0;

equation
der(x) = vx;
der(y) = vy;
der(vx) = vx0;
der(vy) = -g;

end FreeFall;
model Pendulum
parameter Real x0 = 10;
parameter Real y0 = 10;
parameter Real g = 9.81;
parameter Real L = sqrt(x0^2 + y0^2);
// Common variables
Real x(start = x0);
Real y(start = y0);
Real vx;
Real vy;
// Model specific variables
Real phi(start = 1.0, fixed = true);
Real phid;

equation
der(phi) = phid;
der(x) = vx;
der(y) = vy;
x = L * sin(phi);
y = -L * cos(phi);
der(phid) = -g / L * sin(phi);

end Pendulum;

model BreakingPendulum
structuralmode Pendulum pendulum;
structuralmode FreeFall freeFall;

equation
initialStructuralState(pendulum);
structuralTransition(pendulum,

freeFall,
time - 5.0 <= 0);

end BreakingPendulum;
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Listing 4.6.4 A program to simulate and plot the explicit breaking pendulum
model.

using Revise
import Absyn
import DAE
import OM
import OMBackend
import OMFrontend
import SCode
using MetaModelica
using Plots

function runModelMTK(model, file; timeSpan = (0.0, 1.0))
@info ”Running : ” model
@time OM.runModelFM(model,

file,
mode = OMBackend.MTK_MODE,
startTime = first(timeSpan),
stopTime = last(timeSpan))

end

res = runModelMTK(”BreakingPendulum”,
”./Models/BreakingPendulumExplicit.mo”;
timeSpan=(0.0, 7.0))

p = plot(res;
legend = :bottomleft,
xlim=(0.0, 7.0),
ylim = (0.0, 10.0),
vars = [(0,2)])

Plots.pdf(p, ”./Plots/BreakingPendulumExplicit”)

transition between the states need to be encoded sequentially. The second
drawback is that all equations need to be known and represented a priori
simulation. The disadvantage of this representation is that the compiler and
the simulation runtime need to process the entire model at the same time,
and while transition between states can be achieved dynamically the model
may not modify itself during simulation. The implicit VSS discussed in the
next section does not have this disadvantage. Consequently we do not need
to explicitly encode the model’s entire behavior.

4.6.2 Implicit Variable Structured Systems
In the previous section we discussed systems that we denoted Explicit Vari-
able Structure Systems. These are models where the variables and equations
change during simulation according to some explicit stated scheme. In this
section we provide examples of implicit systems where we lift the restric-
tion of explicit encoding. We do so by introducing a single new operator
recompilation. To achieve recompilation during simulation we introduce JIT-
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Systems

Figure 4.4: The result of simulating Listing 4.6.3.

Compilation in our compiler. Figure 4.5 illustrates compilation our compiler
extended with dynamic capabilities.

Recompilation allows structural events to trigger a modification and sub-
sequently recompile the model under simulation. To achieve this we extended
the flat Modelica representation to also contain a MetaModel of itself8. During
recompilation the model may query itself and change the values of its param-
eters or constants. In this way the different sets of equations and variables
need not to be explicitly encoded before structural transitions. Consequently,
values computed by some model during simulation may be used to modify the
model itself. Note that any part of the model could be changed if additional
meta-programming operators would be introduced or even load a completely
different model during recompilation.

To illustrate consider the two examples in Listing 4.6.6 and Listing 4.6.5
respectively. At the start of the simulation ArrayShrink consists of ten equa-
tions and variables. However, after 0.5 seconds the system changes radically,
and the number of equations and variables shrinks to five. For the second
example in Listing 4.6.5 the system initially consists of 10 equations however,
during the course of the simulation the set of equations and variables double.

The code and the resulting plot of this system is presented in Listing 4.6.7.
The benefit of this approach is that it is also capable of modeling the explicit
models discussed previously. Using the recompilation construct we can modify

8As of this writing this meta model consists of the SCode IR.
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Listing 4.6.5 The ArrayGrow model.

// This is an example of a model with structural variability
// We initially start with 10 equations, however during the simulation
// the amount of equations are doubled.
model ArrayGrow
parameter Integer N = 10;
Real x[N](start = {i for i in 1:N});

equation
for i in 1:N loop
x[i] = der(x[i]);

end for;
when time > 0.5 then
// Recompilation with change of parameters.
// the name of this function is the subject of change.
// What is changed depends on the argument passed to this function.
recompilation(
N /* What we are changing */,
2 * N /* The value of the change */
);

end when;
end ArrayGrow;

Listing 4.6.6 The ArrayShrink model.

// This is an example of a model with structural variability
// We initially start with 10 equations, however during the simulation
// the amount of equations are decreased to 5.
model ArrayShrink
parameter Integer N = 10;
Real x[N](start = {i for i in 1:N});

equation
for i in 1:N loop
x[i] = der(x[i]);

end for;
when time > 0.5 then
// Recompilation with change of parameters.
// the name of this function is the subject of change.
// What is changed depends on the argument passed to this function.
recompilation(
N /* What we are changing */,
5 /* The value of the change */

);
end when;

end ArrayShrink;
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Systems

Listing 4.6.7 Program to simulate the implicit breaking pendulum model,
ArrayGrow and ArrayShrink models.

using Revise

import Absyn
import DAE
import OM
import OMBackend
import OMFrontend
import SCode
using DifferentialEquations
using MetaModelica
using Plots

function runModelMTK(model, file; timeSpan = (0.0, 1.0))
@info ”Running : ” model
@time OM.simulate(model, file,

mode = OMBackend.MTK_MODE,
startTime = first(timeSpan),
stopTime = last(timeSpan),
solver = :(Rodas5()))

end

function plotCombined(res, name, limX, limY)
#= Plot array grow=#
p1 = plot(res[1]; legend = false)
p2 = plot(res[2]; legend = false)
p3 = plot(p1, p2)
#= Plot array grow change from 10 to 15 equations =#
Plots.pdf(p3, ”./Plots/$name”)
#= Construct a merged plot =#
p1 = plot(res[1]; legend = false, xlim=limX, ylim = limY)
p2 = plot!(res[2]; legend = false, xlim=limX, ylim = limY)
Plots.pdf(p2, ”./Plots/$(name)SinglePlot”)

end

function plotPendulum(res, name, limX, limY)
#= Plot array grow=#
p1 = plot(res[1]; legend = true)
p2 = plot(res[2]; legend = true)
p3 = plot(p1, p2)
#= Plot array grow change from 10 to 15 equations =#
Plots.pdf(p3, ”./Plots/$name”)
#= Construct a merged plot =#
p1 = plot(res[1]; legend = :bottomleft, xlim=limX, ylim = limY, vars = [(0,3)])
p2 = plot!(res[2]; legend = :bottomleft, xlim=limX, ylim = limY, vars = [(0,2)])
Plots.pdf(p2, ”./Plots/$(name)SinglePlot”)

end

res = runModelMTK(”BreakingPendulum”,
”./Models/BreakingPendulumRecompilation.mo”; timeSpan=(0.0, 7.0))

plotPendulum(res, ”BreakingPendulum”, (0.0, 7.0), (-10, 10.0))

res = runModelMTK(”ArrayGrow”, ”./Models/ArrayGrow.mo”; timeSpan=(0.0, 1.0))
plotCombined(res, ”ArrayGrow”, (0.0, 1.0), (0.0, 20))
res = runModelMTK(”ArrayShrink”, ”./Models/ArrayShrink.mo”; timeSpan=(0.0, 1.0))
plotCombined(res, ”ArrayShrink”, (0.0, 1.0), (0.0, 20))
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Simulation runtime

Compiler phases

Continuous event handler

Simulation

Integration algorithm

Code generation

Compilation

Discrete event handler

Structural event handler

Parsing Instantiation and Flattening

Cache

Figure 4.5: The compilation and simulation process of a Modelica compiler
with dynamic capabilities. A dynamic Modelica compiler differs from a static
compiler in the sense that the line between system simulation and compilation
are blurred. Instead such a framework unifies the simulation process and the
translation phase of a system being simulated.

such parameters during simulation by querying and updating the meta model.
With this proposed extension we can reformulate this model see, Listing 4.6.8.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter we have presented OpenModelica.jl a Modelica environment
in Julia and discussed some of the implications of having such a framework
written in this language. We have demonstrated that:

• Automatically translating MetaModelica to Julia is possible

• A Modelica compiler written in the Julia language is possible

• The Modelica language can be extended to simulate VSS with only
minor changes
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Figure 4.6: The result of simulating Listing 4.6.5 (Top) and Listing 4.6.6
(Bottom). The structural change and subsequent recompilation of the model
occurs at t = 0.5 seconds. The curve in the graph represents all xi variables of
xÐ→ in Listing 4.6.5 and Listing 4.6.6 respectively. In the top graph we can see
how the system grows and in the bottom graph we can see how the system
shrinks at t = 5.
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Listing 4.6.8 The breaking pendulum model using the new recompilation
keyword to activate and deactivate components via Just-in-time compilation
during simulation.

model BreakingPendulum

model FreeFall
parameter Real e=0.7;
parameter Real g=9.81;
Real x;
Real y;
Real vx;
Real vy;

equation
der(x) = vx;
der(y) = vy;
der(vy) = -g;
der(vx) = 0.0;

end FreeFall;

model Pendulum
parameter Real x0 = 10;
parameter Real y0 = 10;
parameter Real g = 9.81;
parameter Real L = sqrt(x0^2 + y0^2);
// Common variables
Real x(start = x0);
Real y(start = y0);
Real vx;
Real vy;
// Model specific variables
Real phi(start = 1., fixed = true);
Real phid;

equation
der(phi) = phid;
der(x) = vx;
der(y) = vy;
x = L * sin(phi);
y = -L * cos(phi);
der(phid) = -g / L * sin(phi);

end Pendulum;

parameter Boolean breaks = false;
FreeFall freeFall if breaks;
Pendulum pendulum if not breaks;

equation
when 5.0 <= time then
recompilation(breaks, true);

end when;
end BreakingPendulum;
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Figure 4.7: The result of simulating Listing 4.6.3. Note that the legend pro-
vides the prefix of the last active model instance which was the freeFall. The
behavior before the structural transition at t = 5 is described by the equations
of the Pendulum model with instance pendulum.

• There is an advantage in terms of expressive power of a modeling lan-
guage when blurring the line between compilation, modeling and simu-
lation

At the time of writing, to my best knowledge, there is no other framework
for object-oriented equation-based languages that is capable of simulating
systems with structural change consisting of thousands of variables and equa-
tions where JIT-Compilation is the main technique. Furthermore, it can be
argued, that our proposed framework is the first composable implementation
of a compiler for the Modelica language.
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5. Results

This chapter is closely based upon:

• OpenModelica.jl: A modular and extensible Modelica compiler frame-
work in Julia targeting ModelingToolkit.jl (Tinnerholm, Pop, Heuer-
mann, and Sjölund 2021)

• A modular, extensible, and Modelica standard-compliant OpenModelica
compiler framework in Julia supporting structural variability, J Tinner-
holm, A Pop, M Sjölund (Submitted for publication)

The previous chapter presented a novel framework for equation-based sim-
ulation and modeling. In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of this
framework. The instrumentation of our experiments is given in Section 5.1.

In Section 5.2 we analyze the simulation performance of OpenModelica.jl
and compare it to the OpenModelica environment (P. Fritzson, Pop, Abdel-
hak, Asghar, Bachmann, W. Braun, Bouskela, R. Braun, Buffoni, Casella,
et al. 2020).

This is followed by Section 5.3 where we present some numbers concerning
initial compilation time performance when compiling a set of Modelica models.

Recall that in Section 4.6 we explained how we extended the Model-
ica language to allow the simulation of systems with variable structure via
JIT-Compilation. To examine the overhead and possible advantages of this
method, we compare the costs induced by this method in Section 5.4. In
Section 5.5 we compare our solution to the related research presented in Sec-
tion 3.3. Finally, we end the chapter in Section 5.6 where we summarize our
results.

5.1 Instrumentation

The experiments were run with the following system specifications:

Table 5.1: Hardware used in the performance experiments.

Operating System Processor System memory
Ubuntu 20.04.4 LTS AMD Ryzen1 130 GiB
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Table 5.2: Software packages used.

OpenModelica ModelingToolkit Julia
1.18.1 ModelingToolkit v8.5.0 1.7.2

5.2 Simulation of large Modelica models

This experiment evaluates the simulation time performance when simulating
large Modelica models using our proposed compiler. The model selected for
this experiment is the CascadingFirstOrder system from the scalable testsuite
(Casella 2015), see Listing 5.2.1.

Listing 5.2.1 The Cascading first Order system from the scalable testsuite.
package CascadingFirstOrder
model Casc
parameter Integer N = 100 ”Order of the system”;
final parameter Real tau = T/N ”Individual time constant”;
parameter Real T = 1 ”System delay”;
Real x[N] (each start = 0, each fixed = true);

equation
tau*der(x[1]) = 1 - x[1];
for i in 2:N loop
tau*der(x[i]) = x[i-1] - x[i];

end for;
end Casc;

model Casc10
Casc(N = 10);

end Casc10;

model Casc100
Casc(N = 100);

end Casc100;

model Casc200
Casc(N = 200);

end Casc200;

model Casc400
Casc(N = 400);

end Casc400;

model Casc800
Casc(N = 800);

end Casc800;
...
end CascadingFirstOrder;
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5.2. Simulation of large Modelica models

In our experiment, we gradually increased N2 from 10 to 25600 and simu-
lated the system using the MTK backend of our proposed compiler with the
TSIT5 solver and the IDA solver. The resulting simulation time was evalu-
ated using the standard benchmark suite of Julia, BenchmarkTools.jl (Chen
and Revels 2016). We also performed the same experiments using the OMC
compiler with the IDA solver. The IDA solver was selected since the OMC
did not support a solver similar to TSIT5. The benchmarking program was
set to use 1000 samples for each level of N. The timeout over all samples for
each N was set to 500 seconds.

The OMC was used with the standard settings and the IDA solver.
The resulting simulation time performance is presented in Table B.1. From

this experiment, we can see that the simulation time performance of our pro-
posed compiler is on par with one state-of-the-art Modelica compiler. Fur-
thermore, since the MTK environment supports more solvers compared to
the OMC we can also leverage this difference and achieve better performance
than the OMC. The feasibility of the MTK framework has also been demon-
strated in (Chris Rackauckas, Anantharaman, Edelman, Gowda, Gwozdz,
Jain, Laughman, Ma, Martinuzzi, Pal, Rajput, Saba, and V. Shah 2021) where
MTK models accelerated with machine learning outperformed the commer-
cial Dymola compiler in terms of simulation performance in a specific case.
However, due to the high memory requirements of Julia and MTK, we are
currently unable to go further than 25600 equations in this benchmark.

If we examine Figure 5.1 we conclude that simulation time performance
is similar between OpenModelica and OpenModelica.jl when simulating the
system with around a thousand equations and variables. In Table B.1 we
see that OpenModelica.jl initially performs better. However, as the value of
N is increased, the performance between the two becomes more similar, as
illustrated in Figure 5.1. To conclude, the experiment highlights that the
MTK can achieve similar performance to that of an existing state-of-the-art
Modelica compiler.

It should be noted, however, that both MTK and subsequently Differ-
entialEquations.jl can be configured using several solvers and employ parallel
processing to solve systems faster. Similar configurations can also be employed
by the OMC. This experiment aimed not to test all possible permutations of
backend configurations but rather to examine the behavior of the new Mod-
elica compiler presented here and one existing state-of-the-art compiler using
typical configurations in both environments.

2N in Listing 5.2.1 directly governs the number of equations and variables in the model.
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Figure 5.1: Time spent during numerical simulation in OMFrontend.jl and
for the OMC. Lower is better.
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5.3 Evaluating compile-time overhead

This section presents the compile-time overhead when flattening large Model-
ica models. For this experiment, we selected the Transmission line model from
the scalable testsuite, since it represents a typical Modelica model and uses
the Modelica Standard Library. The full model is presented in Listing 5.3.1.

We generated scalarized flat Modelica code by gradually increasing the
N in the transmission line model, starting with N = 10 and ending with
N = 1280. For each N we ran the experiments for 500 seconds with the
maximum number of replications configured to 100. The compilation time
is presented in Tables B.3 and B.5 and memory consumption is presented in
Table B.4. Figure 5.2 illustrates how the two frameworks compare.

In this experiment, we have demonstrated that although OpenModel-
ica.jl is still under development, we can see that the partially automatically
translated frontend is capable of translating large Modelica models up to
26915 equations and variables using standard Modelica components from the
MSL with competitive performance compared to the OpenModelica Com-
piler. Overall, these results indicate that while the frontend demonstrates
lower performance compared to the OMC by a factor of 3.7 in the case of
26915 equations and variables. It can be argued that frontend performance
is not significantly worse, especially considering OpenModelica.jl is still in its
development phase.

These results must also be understood in that the current frontend is
mostly automatically generated from the OMC so performance regressions
were expected. Still, as discussed in (Tinnerholm, Sjölund, and Pop 2019),
the Julia language is superior in terms of performance for certain cases in
comparison to the MetaModelica language. The Julia language is also actively
developed and improved by a large team while the MetaModelica language is
in maintenance phase only.

We expect that with manual tuning OMFrontend.jl can achieve similar
performance or even outperform the OMC. However, additional research is
needed to establish the benefits of using Julia to implement a compiler for an
equation-based language. In the next section, we highlight these issues in more
detail, in an experiment where we measure the impact of JIT-Compilation
when simulating a system with variable structure.
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Listing 5.3.1 A Modelica model representing an electrical transmission line.

// Transmission line model from the Scalable testsuite by Francesco Casella Politecnico
Milano↪

model TransmissionLine ”Modular model of an electrical transmission line”
import Modelica.SIunits;
import Modelica.Electrical.Analog;
SIunits.Voltage vpg ”voltage of pin p of the transmission line”;
SIunits.Voltage vng ”voltage of pin n of the transmission line”;
SIunits.Current ipin_p
”current flows through pin p of the transmission line”;

SIunits.Current ipin_n
”current flows through pin n of the transmission line”;

Analog.Interfaces.Pin pin_p;
Analog.Interfaces.Pin pin_n;
Analog.Interfaces.Pin pin_ground ”pin of the ground”;
Analog.Basic.Ground ground ”ground of the transmission line”;
parameter Integer N = 1 ”number of segments”;
parameter Real r ”resistance per meter”;
parameter Real l ”inductance per meter”;
parameter Real c ”capacitance per meter”;
parameter Real length ”length of tranmission line”;
Analog.Basic.Inductor L[N](L = fill(l * length / N, N)) ”N inductors”;
Analog.Basic.Capacitor C[N](C = fill(c * length / N, N)) ”N capacitors”;
Analog.Basic.Resistor R[N](R = fill(r * length / N, N)) ”N resistors”;

initial equation
for i in 1:N loop
C[i].v = 0;
L[i].i = 0;

end for;
equation
vpg = pin_p.v - pin_ground.v;
vng = pin_n.v - pin_ground.v;
ipin_p = pin_p.i;
ipin_n = pin_n.i;
connect(pin_p, R[1].p);
for i in 1:N loop
connect(R[i].n, L[i].p);
connect(C[i].p, L[i].n);
connect(C[i].n, pin_ground);

end for;
for i in 1:N - 1 loop
connect(L[i].n, R[i + 1].p);

end for;
connect(L[N].n, pin_n);
connect(pin_ground, ground.p);

end TransmissionLine;
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Listing 5.4.1 SimpleClockArrayGrow, this model initially starts out with N
equations and variables, however, each 10 seconds the structure of the model
changes and K new equations and variables are added to the system.
// This model a exhibits the same behavior as
// ArrayGrow, except that it resizes several times
model SimpleClockArrayGrow
parameter Integer N = 1000;
parameter Integer K = 2000;
Real x[N](start = {i for i in 1:N});

equation
when sample(0.0, 15.0) then
recompilation(N, N + K);

end when;
for i in 1:N loop
x[i] = der(x[i]);

end for;
end SimpleClockArrayGrow;

5.4 Evaluating the cost of structural changes

When introducing JIT-Compilation in a Modelica compiler it is important
to examine the introduced overhead. In this section we evaluate the cost
of compilation during simulation using a modified variant of the previously
described ArrayGrow model (see Listing 4.6.5), SimpleClockArrayGrow see
Listing 5.4.1.

This model differs from the previous ArrayGrow in that it gradually grows
the system of equations during simulation instead of just once. A more re-
alistic model with a similar behavior could be a nuclear power plant where
different reactors are scheduled to be active at specific times or some other
system where the dynamics change abruptly at regular intervals.

In this experiment we simulate SimpleClockArrayGrow for 60 seconds. Ini-
tially, the model consists of 1000 equations and variables, but after 15 seconds,
the structure of the system changes, and the number of equations and vari-
ables increases to 2000. This process is repeated continuously until the system
reaches 7000 equations.

Table 5.3 presents the median time in seconds required by each phase in
the compiler when processing the structural changes in the model, compared
to the cost of numerical simulation.

The median value was computed by running the model 5 times. The
solver used in this experiment was Rodas5, a Rosenbrock method for stiff
problems, with the tolerance set to 1e−6. This solver was selected to emulate
computationally expensive simulation.

The reason for not using a standardized benchmark suite for this example
was that it was not possible to configure BenchmarkTools.jl with the granu-
larity necessary to estimate the cost of the various phases. If we examine the
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Table 5.3: The total time in seconds between the different phases of simulating
the system with variable structure presented in Listing 5.4.1. Note that the
reported compilation stages when N = 1000 is the initial time of compiling
the model, that is the simulation in the initial interval between 0.0 seconds
and 15.0 seconds. Since only five replications were used, the numbers in this
graph were derived from the median.

Equations and Variables 1000 3000 5000 7000
Frontend Processing 0.21 s 2.65 s 2.86 s 3.24
Backend Processing 0.3 2.16 6.12 13.7

Machine Code Generation 3.62 9.06 16.4 25.4
Numerical simulation 8.81 52.02 153.44 335

data in Table 5.3 we can see that most of the significant cost of recompiling
during simulation is caused by the Julia compiler and the later machine code
generation done by LLVM. A separate sequence of experiments was used to
establish the initial compilation time before the first simulation.

In Figure 5.3 we can see that the total compilation time is only a fraction
of the total time spent when simulating this model. Furthermore, we can
see that process of translating Modelica to Julia code is only a small fraction
of the total compilation time. The main bottleneck is compile time machine
code generation to LLVM by Julia. Comparing the results, it can be seen
that the feasibility of runtime compilation depends on how often the system
undergoes structural changes.

From this experiment, it is clear that a system undergoing such changes
every other time-step would suffer from extensive overhead caused by exces-
sive recompilation. This issue, however, could be circumvented by relying on
interpretation instead of machine code generation. Hence, simulation time
performance can be improved by combining the two approaches, generate
machine code for large systems with few structural changes, and use inter-
pretation for smaller systems. However, heuristics need to be developed to
decide when to generate machine code and when to interpret the system under
simulation.
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5.5 Comparison To Related work

As discussed in Chapter 3 there are other frameworks capable of handling
Modelica systems with variable structure. However, none of these frameworks
can handle standard Modelica to the same extent, with the same size and scale.

In Table 5.4 we compare some characteristics of our proposed framework
with other existing frameworks. Our extensions to Modelica (in Table 5.4
called VariableModelica) can be viewed as a combination of Sol and Hydra.
Still, neither Sol nor Hydra are capable of handling standard Modelica. In
this sense, the extension presented here is more similar to the work presented
by Höger (2019). However, since our extension relies upon JIT-Compilation it
is not necessary to set explicit checkpoints to mark where structural changes
occur. Furthermore, while the frontend presented by Höger (2019) supports
a subset of Modelica, Nano Modelica our solution supports much more of the
Modelica standard3.

On the technical side, our work is based upon MTK. Hence, we have access
to more solvers combined with the symbolic numerical capabilities of Julia.
Furthermore, our proposed compiler is not limited to a single platform. It
works on Windows, macOS, and Linux.

3However, in theory the work presented by Höger (2019) could be extended with such
support.
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Table 5.4: Characteristics of languages and frameworks that are able to ex-
press system with structural variability. Our extension supported by Open-
Modelica.jl is called VariableModelica.

Mosilab Sol
Type Modelica extension Modelica variant

Paradigm Declarative Declarative
Compilation technique AOT-Compilation Interpretation

Variability Static Dynamic
Declaration Scheme Explicit Implicit

Boundness Bounded Unbounded
Higher-order-models No Yes

Hydra MCL VariableModelica
Embedded in Haskell Intermediate Representation Modelica Extension

Functional Functional Declarative
JIT-Compilation AOT-Compilation JIT-Compilation

Dynamic Static Dynamic
Explicit Implicit Implicit

Unbounded Unbounded Unbounded
Yes Yes Yes
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5.6 Summary

We have presented an experimental overview on how a Modelica compiler ca-
pable of JIT-Compilation behaves both when compiling and simulating large
dynamic systems. Furthermore, in our experiment, we have highlighted the
performance characteristics concerning compiling large models using compo-
nents from the Modelica Standard Library, and we have provided initial esti-
mates concerning the novel capabilities concerning JIT-Compilation.

From the experiments in Section 5.4, we conclude that the large-scale
simulation of variable structured systems in the context of equation-based
languages is both possible and feasible. However, while recompilation of the
models only took a fraction of the total simulation time, the compiler currently
recompiles the entire system, not just the part that was impacted by some
structural change. A recommendation for future work would be to integrate
some of the symbolic techniques proposed by Zimmer (2010) and aspects of
separate compilation proposed by Höger (2019), to minimize the number of
variables and equations that need to be recompiled when a model undergoes
structural changes.

Furthermore, modelers would experience a significant reduction in mod-
eling time formulating systems using these new constructs along with having
new abstractions to express more dynamic models than previously possible.
Such a reduction would be possible because instead of having separate models,
different behavior could be captured in the same model.
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This thesis set out to provide answers to the following research questions:

1. What syntactic and semantic constructs are needed in an equation-based
language for modeling and simulating VSS?

2. What characteristics of a modeling and simulation framework are ap-
propriate for achieving VSS support?

3. How can VSS support for Modelica be realized to simulate large systems
effectively?

In this section, we discuss each of the stated research questions.

6.1 What syntactic constructs are needed in a language
to simulate VSS?

In this text, we have illustrated two possible approaches; the first is to express
the system as a set of continuous-time state machines and express the transi-
tions between these. While this approach can be realized without compilation
during simulation, it requires the entire model to be processed. As Zimmer
(2010) discussed, this might not be feasible since it requires the modeler to
enumerate all the states ahead of time. Also, this approach is causal1, and it
diverges from the acausal design of equation-based languages such as Model-
ica. The Modelica language needs to be extended with constructs to support
systems with a variable structure to express either explicit or implicit changes
to the system. As discussed earlier, the advantage of the explicit approach is
that a graphical representation of such transitions is straightforward.

However, as discussed, this diverges from the acausal design principles of
Modelica. Ideally, the Modelica language should support both explicit and
implicit use of VSS. The other approach is to provide the ability to express
implicit transitions. In this thesis, we implemented support for this by intro-
ducing compilation during simulation. However, this is not strictly necessary;
in some cases, implicit transitions could be realized using static analysis. One
recent example of this is the work by Benveniste, Benoı̂t Caillaud, and Ma-
landain (2021) where they handle multi-mode models via static analysis and
subsequently generate additional code for the new states that are introduced.

1That is, the transitions of the system are specified as a set of causal transitions between
different model states
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Still, a disadvantage of this approach is that all states need to be enumerated,
which might result in an exponential increase in the model’s size.

6.2 What kind of computational framework is suitable
for achieving VSS support?

In this thesis, we have illustrated that for a Modelica compiler to support
variable structure systems successfully; it seems that JIT-Compilation is ad-
vantageous. As discussed in the result section, this comes with an additional
cost. It might be the case for smaller models that the cost of recompiling
the system is more expensive than the simulation. Instead, for small models,
it might be suitable to combine interpretation with JIT-Compilation. Ide-
ally, such a framework should be capable of utilizing both interpretation and
JIT-Compilation.

6.3 How can VSS support for Modelica be realized to
simulate large systems effectively?

In this thesis, we have illustrated that it is possible to design such a framework
by writing a Modelica environment in the Julia programming language. As
the experiments in Chapter 5 illustrate that while frontend performance is still
not on par with state-of-the-art compilers such as the OMC we believe that
we can achieve better performance by tuning the frontend and improving
the MetaModelica-Julia compatibility layer, MetaModelica.jl. For example,
the performance of the final generated Julia code can be improved both in
terms of compilation time and in term of simulation time. One suggestion
would be for MTK to introduce descalarization or avoid scalarization during
symbolic processing. Techniques for unscalarized processing is described in
(Marzorati, Fernández, and Kofman 2022). Another alternative, is MTK
support for DAE-Mode as described in (W. Braun, Casella, Bachmann, et al.
2017; Henningsson, Olsson, and Vanfretti 2019).

6.4 The work in a wider context

The research presented in this thesis should enable modelers to express cyber-
physical models with greater accuracy where it is possible to express the sys-
tem in the Modelica language where the system’s structure is changing during
simulation. By implementing these extensions to the Modelica language in a
compiler that tries to adhere to the standards of the existing language, mod-
eling know-how from existing libraries can be reused. We believe this would
enable the work presented in this thesis to impact a wider audience than what
is typical of a research framework.
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Regarding research ethics, the source code to replicate the experiments is
available, and the code written as a part of this thesis is licensed under an
open-source license, adhering to the scientific principle of openness.

As discussed in the previous paragraph, the result of this work enables
modelers to express new kinds of models in the Modelica language. This can
be used both for good and nefarious purposes. For instance, by modeling
harmful systems to humanity and society in general. I would argue that such
applications of the results obtained in this thesis are morally wrong and that
the duty to make such judgments falls on the individual scientist.
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7. Future Work

In this chapter, we propose future research directions. Starting with discussing
separate compilation in Section 7.1 and ending with debugging in Section 7.7.

7.1 Separate Compilation

While the experiments illustrated that the JIT-Compilation is inexpensive
compared to other phases when simulating variable structure systems, it still
results in increased costs when employing this scheme. Previous work such
as (Zimmer 2010) shows that causalisation when simulating systems with
variable structure can be done in steps so that the impact of a change in
one part of the system should not affect the whole system. (Höger 2019)
presents a theoretical framework to deal with the issue of compiling models
separately and composing them at runtime. One direction for future research
is to examine the practical implications of using such schemes within the
context of OpenModelica.jl.

7.2 Graphical presentation

While this thesis has primarily focused on the application of VSS on textual
descriptions of models, further studies need to be carried out to examine the
impact of the work presented here concerning how to represent and present
models with structural variability in a graphical modeling environment. While
this has been done before in Mosilab, using state charts representing implicit
variability has to my knowledge, not been investigated.

Broman (2021) discusses this issue. However, it remains to investigate the
impact of such frameworks in terms of empirical software engineering.

7.3 Initialization

Another problem not addressed in this thesis is the problem of initialization
when systems undergo structural changes. Currently, the modeler is not aided
by the language. The current compiler runtime assumes that the user specifies
a valid structural change. This is similar to how Modelica allows the user to
specify initial equations to ensure that the system is in or near a steady
state at the start of a simulation. Similar features should be introduced
for structural transitions. Benveniste et al. (Benveniste, Benoît Caillaud,
Elmqvist, Ghorbal, Otter, and Pouzet 2019; Benveniste, Benoı̂t Caillaud, and
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Malandain 2021) present some approaches to initialization in the context of
systems with several modes.

7.4 Dynamic optimization & Model Reduction

The capability of having the simulation affect the model being simulated al-
lows the model to be modified based on the model’s behavior. This is possible
in a framework that supports VSS. Some static approaches demonstrating this
have been discussed in the thesis. However, it would be interesting to examine
how to devise a scheme to handle it more dynamically. One example could
be using predefined surrogate models instead of using a predefined model as
done by (Chris Rackauckas, Anantharaman, Edelman, Gowda, Gwozdz, Jain,
Laughman, Ma, Martinuzzi, Pal, Rajput, Saba, and V. Shah 2021). In the
context of Modelica, Tinnerholm, Pop, Heuermann, and Sjölund (2021) con-
ducted some experiments that illustrated how algebraic loops or other compo-
nents of a system could be replaced with surrogate models. One application
of the techniques introduced in this paper could be to experiment and see if
parts of a model could be replaced with a surrogate if the conditions during
the simulation allow parts of a model to be simulated with less detail. In that
case, surrogatization techniques could possibly be employed in conjunction
with VSS to improve simulation efficiency.

7.5 Verification

Extending Modelica with initial support for VSS and combining the process of
simulation and compilation results in the possibility of new types of runtime
errors. However, the new capabilities of formulating models might also aid
the user. For example, it should be possible to run simulations interactively
and see if adding additional components to the model might cause an error.
To conclude, verifiability is a wide area of research in its own right and further
research is required in the context of equation-based languages that supports
VSS.

7.6 Cloud computing

Cloud Computing is a relatively new trend. Another area of future work
would be to experiment with cloud computing and examine the benefits of,
for example, distributing the simulation on several computing nodes.

7.7 Debugging

Debugging declarative equation-based languages is a difficult problem because
the programmer’s view of the program, the model, is different from what the
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compiler for the language generates for final execution on the target machine.
Debugging in the context of equation-based languages has been examined by
(Pop, Sjölund, Ashgar, P. Fritzson, and Casella 2014; Sjölund 2015) How-
ever, adding support for varying model structure to the Modelica language
complicates debugging further. One direction of future research could be to
investigate how to combine features introduced in this thesis with efficient
and user-friendly debugging.
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A. Source code examples

A.1 Models and source code for Chapter 2

This sections contains models and source code for chapter 2.

Listing A.1.1 The Modelica code of the bouncing ball model in Section 2.1.1

model FreeFall
Real h(start = 1.0);
Real v(start = 0.0);
parameter Real g = 9.81;

equation
der(h) = v;
der(v) = -g;
end FreeFall;

Listing A.1.2 The Modelica code of the bouncing ball model in Section 2.1.3

model BouncingBallReals
parameter Real e=0.3;
parameter Real g=9.81;
Real h(start = 1);
Real v(start = 0);

equation
der(h) = v;
der(v) = -g;
when h <= 0 then
reinit(v, -e*pre(v));

end when;
end BouncingBallReals;
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A. Source code examples

Listing A.1.3 Julia program to simulate the RLC circuit in Figure 2.6

using Plots
R1R = 1.0
CC = 0.01
R2R = 1.0
LL = 0.1
ACA = 1.0
ACw = 1.0
function Runge(t::Real, Δt::Real, f::Function, vars...)
local k1 = f(t, vars...)
local k2 = f(t + Δt/2, (vars .+ (Δt .* (k1 ./ 2)))...)
local k3 = f(t + Δt/2, (vars .+ (Δt .* (k2 ./ 2)))...)
local k4 = f(t + Δt, (vars .+ (Δt.*k3)...))
vars = (Δt .* ((k1 .+ (2 .* k2) .+ (2 .* k3) .+ k4) ./ 6)) .+ vars
return vars

end
function H(t, Cv, Li)
x = ACA * sin(ACw * t)
DCv = ((ACA * x - Cv) / R1R) / CC
DLi = (ACA * x - R2R * Li) / LL
return (DCv, DLi)

end
function K(t, Cv, Li)
x = sin(ACw * t)
ACv = ACA * x
R2v = R2R * Li
Lv = ACv - R2v
R1v = ACv - Cv
Ci = R1v / R1R
ACi = (-Li) - Ci
Gpi = Li - ((-Ci) - ACi)
return (ACv, R2v, Lv, R1v, Ci, ACi, Gpi)

end
function simulate()
tArr = []
CvArr = []
LiArr = []
(Cv, Li) = (0.0, 0.0)
(x, ACv, R2v, Lv, R1v, Ci, ACi, Gp) = (0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
Δt = 0.001
for i in 0.00:Δt:3.0
local t = i
(Cv, Li) = Runge(t, Δt, H, Cv, Li)
(ACv, R2v, Lv, R1v, Ci, ACi, Gpi) = K(t, Cv, Li)
push!(tArr, t)
push!(CvArr, Cv)
push!(LiArr, Li)

end
return [tArr, CvArr, LiArr]

end
#= Simulate and plot =#
res = simulate()
fig = plot(res[1],res[2:3])
Plots.plot(fig)
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A.2. The Electrical component library

A.2 The Electrical component library

The different components that constitute the electrical component library is
presented here. Adapted from (P. Fritzson 2014).
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A. Source code examples

Listing A.2.1 Definition of some basic electrical components using Modelica.

package ElectricalComponents
connector Pin
Real v;
flow Real i;

end Pin;

partial model TwoPin
Real v;
Real i;
Pin p;
Pin n;

equation
v = p.v - n.v;
0 = p.i + n.i;
i = p.i;

end TwoPin;

model Resistor
extends TwoPin;
parameter Real R;

equation
R*i = v;

end Resistor;

model Inductor
extends TwoPin;
parameter Real L;

equation
L*der(i) = v;

end Inductor;

model Capacitor
extends TwoPin;
parameter Real C ;

equation
i=C*der(v);

end Capacitor;

model Source
extends TwoPin;
parameter Real A,w;

equation
v = A*sin(w*time);

end Source;

model Ground
Pin p;

equation
p.v = 0;

end Ground;

end ElectricalComponents;
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B. Tables

B.1 Simulation time measurements

Table B.1: Time spent conducting numerical simulation for OpenModelica.jl.
x̂ is the sample median, µ̂ is the sample mean and σ̂ is the sample standard
deviation. The parameter N corresponds to the total amount of equations
and variables in the system under simulation. During the experiment the last
model, where N = 25600 the benchmark program ran into issues, hence three
samples where collected manually for this last test. This model and all other
models involved are available upon request.

N x̂ µ̂ σ̂
10 47.854 µs 48.927 µs 8.084 µs
100 474.505 µs 477.517 µs 37.169 µs
200 1.688 ms 1.688 ms 43.439 µs
400 5.592 ms 5.602 ms 80.194 µs
800 23.104 ms 23.121 ms 209.631 µs
1600 0.223 s 0.224 s 410.541 µs
3200 1.818 s 1.818 s 2.448 ms
6400 3.812 s 3.792 s 150.810 ms
12800 12.878 s 12.795 s 394.981ms
25600 41.018 s 42.679 s 5.276 s
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Table B.2: Time spent conducting numerical simulation for the OMC. x̂ is the
sample median, µ̂ is the sample mean and σ̂ is the sample standard deviation.
The parameter N corresponds to the total amount of equations and variables
in the system under simulation.

N x̂ µ̂ σ̂
10 0.083 s 0.084 s 0.003 s
100 0.092 s 0.093 s 0.003 s
200 0.104 s 0.105 s 0.003 s
400 0.135 s 0.136 s 0.007 s
800 0.211 s 0.211 s 0.005 s
1600 0.446 s 0.447 s 0.011 s
3200 1.046 s 1.049 s 0.021 s
6400 2.938 s 2.946 s 0.058 s
12800 10.006 s 10.004 s 0.096 s
25600 46.342 s 46.301 s 0.208 s

B.2 Compilation time measurements

This section contains the compilation time measurements from Chapter 5.

Table B.3: Time spent compiling when generating flat Modelica for the trans-
mission line model in Listing 5.3.1 using OMFrontend.jl. x̂ is the sample
median, µ̂ is the sample mean and σ̂ is the sample standard deviation.

N Equations and Variables x̂ µ̂ σ̂
10 245 0.723 s 0.727 s 0.01 s
20 455 1.039 s 1.045 s 0.012 s
40 875 1.631 s 1.638 0.015 s
80 1715 2.836 s 2.835 s 0.019 s
160 3395 5.219 s 5.219 s 0.015 s
320 6755 10.039 s 10.035 s 0.029 s
640 13475 19.776 s 19.763 s 0.072 s
1280 26915 39.572 s 39.592 s 0.322 s
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B.2. Compilation time measurements

Table B.4: Required memory when generating flat Modelica for the transmis-
sion line model in 5.3.1.

N Equations and Variables Memory (MiB)
10 245 24.84 MiB
20 455 35.12 MiB
40 875 55.52 MiB
80 1715 97.55 MiB
160 3395 182.21 MiB
320 6755 362.87 MiB
640 13475 746.70 MiB
1280 26915 1.62 GiB

Table B.5: Compilation time when generating flat Modelica for the transmis-
sion line model in Listing 5.3.1 using the OMC. x̂ is the sample median, µ̂ is
the sample mean and σ̂ is the sample standard deviation.

N Equations and Variables x̂ µ̂ σ̂
10 245 243.479 ms 242.933 ms 71.733 ms
20 455 269.227 ms 269.371 ms 86.438 ms
40 875 288.616 ms 287.360 ms 76.614 ms
80 1715 425.284 ms 391.838 ms 89.497 ms
160 3395 640.857 ms 639.815 ms 25.950 ms
320 6755 1.441 s 1.440 s 7.798 ms
640 13475 3.341 s 3.369 s 127.039 ms
1280 26915 10.617 s 10.758 s 296.437 ms
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